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In , the Census Bureau estimated the county's population at ,, making it the state's second-most
populous county, [3] [4] [5] an increase of 4. The county was primarily settled due to its ideal
location near the Raritan River [12] and was established as of March 7, , as part of the Province
of East Jersey and was partitioned as of October 31, , into the townships of Piscataway , Perth
Amboy , and Woodbridge. Somerset County was established on May 14, , from portions of
Middlesex County. According to the Census, the county had a total area of Bisected by the
Raritan River , the county is topographically typical of Central Jersey in that it is largely flat. The
majority of the county is located in the Inner Coastal Plain, with the remainder of the county
being located on the Piedmont. Middlesex County is prominently known for its significant
concentration of Asian Indians. Carteret 's Punjabi Sikh community, variously estimated at
upwards of 3,, is the largest concentration of Sikhs in New Jersey. The United States Census
counted , people, , households, and , families in the county. The population density was 2,
There were , housing units at an average density of The racial makeup was Hispanic or Latino of
any race were Of the , households, Of all households, The average household size was 2. The
median age was For every females, the population had For every females ages 18 and older
there were 94 males. As of the United States Census [34] there were , people, , households, and
, families residing in the county. The racial makeup of the county was There were , households,
out of which In the county, the population was spread out, with The median age was 36 years.
For every females, there were For every females age 18 and over, there were About 4. Middlesex
County is governed by a Board of Commissioners , whose seven members are elected at-large
on a partisan basis to serve three-year terms of office on a staggered basis, with either two or
three seats coming up for election each year as part of the November general election. At an
annual reorganization meeting held in January, the board selects from among its members a
Commissioner Director and Deputy Director. The Commissioner Director appoints
commissioners to serve as Chairpersons and members on the various committees which
oversee county departments. The County Clerk and Surrogate serve five-year terms and the
Sheriff serves a three-year term of office. As of [update] , Middlesex County's Commissioners
with party affiliation, term-end year and residence listed in parentheses are: [38] [43]. Carey of
Monroe Township. The 6th and 12th Congressional Districts cover the county. The county is
part of the 12th, 14th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th and 22nd Districts in the New Jersey Legislature.
Clifton R, Matawan and Ronald S. Dancer R, Plumsted Township. Egan D, New Brunswick.
Kennedy D, Rahway. As of August 1, , there were a total of , registered voters in Middlesex
County, of which , There were 7, 1. After being a Republican stronghold in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, Middlesex County leaned Democratic for much of the 20th century
beginning with Franklin Roosevelt 's victory in the county in Throughout the twentieth century,
in close elections the county would always vote Democratic, sometimes by solid margins, but
the county was willing to flip Republican in the midst of nationwide Republican landslides in the
s and 80s. However, since the s, Middlesex County has become a Democratic stronghold at the
national level, mirroring the state's heavy swing to the Democrats. Democrat Bill Clinton carried
the county in and it has remained reliably blue in every election since. In the nationally close
election , Democrat Al Gore won the county decisively with Bush 's In the U. Bush, Kerry taking
Some credit the swing towards Obama to his response towards Superstorm Sandy , which hit
the New York City metro area in late October , just a few days before the election. Thomas N.
Acken served as the sheriff in Joseph Spicuzzo served in and was arrested for bribery. Scott is
the current sheriff. Middlesex County hosts various county roads, state routes, US routes, and
interstate highways, as well as toll highways. Routes include: U. Route 1 , U. Route 9 , U. Route
The county also includes some limited access highways and Interstates as well. Middlesex
County hosts the southern end of the Middlesex Freeway Interstate which then turns into Route
that connects to the Outerbridge Crossing. The New Jersey Turnpike carries Interstate 95
through the center of the county. This plan was cancelled on December 1, The southern end of
the "dual-dual" configuration inner car lanes and outer truck lanes used to be one mile south of
Interchange 8A at the border of Cranbury Township and Monroe Township. It was relocated to
Exit 6 in Mansfield Township in Burlington County after the Turnpike widening project was
completed in early November The Northeast Corridor Line runs through the northern and
central part of the county. The Raritan Valley Line serves Dunellen and is accessible to other
communities along the county's northern border with Union and Somerset counties. Intercity
rail service is provided by Amtrak. The Acela service also occasionally stops at Metropark. The
county offers more than 1, inpatient beds among five major hospitals. Major non-governmental
employers in Middlesex County include the following, grouped by ranges of employees: [] [].
Municipalities in Middlesex County with Census data for population, housing units and area in
square miles are: [] Other, unincorporated communities in the county are listed next to their
parent municipality. Many of these areas are census-designated places that have been defined

by the United States Census Bureau for enumeration purposes within a Township and for which
population data is included in parentheses. Middlesex has a hot-summer humid continental
climate Dfa which borders a humid subtropical climate Cfa on Raritan Bay and Arthur Kill.
Average monthly temperatures in downtown New Brunswick range from Average monthly
precipitation ranged from 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. County in New Jersey.
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newsletter in your inbox soon! Paradise and prison, bustling metropolis and the loneliest place
on earth: New York City has a cinematic identity that touches upon all walks of life. We know the
town backward and forward, and could recommend to you the best things to do , the best pizza
parlors, the best speakeasies. The project almost went to Hitchcock-obsessed Brian De Palma,
deemed unsuitable. Instead, with great serendipity, the intense, young director of Mean Streets,
Martin Scorsese, and his soft-spoken star, Robert De Niro, were attached. Nothing less than
magic was captured during that difficult summer shoot, plagued by beastly heat and a
Manhattan garbage strike. Because it speaks to the lonely devil in all of us, it tops any list.
Broadway has never seemed as seductively menacing as it does in Alexander Mackendrick's
bitter farce about a venomous gossip columnist Burt Lancaster , his soulless lackey Tony
Curtis and the wreckage left in their wake. Times Square becomes a monochromatic
monstrosity full of harsh lights, sad-sack lunch counters and nonstop noise; the luxe interiors
of 21 and the Elysian Room double nicely for Dante's ninth circle of Hell. Park Slope is burning
in Sidney Lumet's scorching heister, based on the true story of a colossally botched bank
robbery. He adored Manhattan. He idolized it all out of proportion. Spike Lee and
cinematographer Ernest Dickerson transform an actual block of Bedford-Stuyvesant into an
outer-borough version of Gauguin's Tahiti: Every block, bodega and trash-talking B-boy

suddenly becomes part of a colorful, expressionistic landscape that somehow feels hyperreal.
Made as a direct response to the Howard Beach incident, Spike's story about New York's racial
melting pot coming to a boil encompasses Brooklyn in full: the mix of ethnicity and class, stoop
culture and gentrification, pride and anger. It is, of course, a jungle out there. Where else would
the watershed movie of American independent cinema be shot but NYC? John Cassavetes's
landmark debut ambles along with neurotic Beats through MoMA, drifts in and out of smoky
nightclubs and their denizens' heads, and watches as cityfolk fall in love with and betray each
other. In the not-too-distant future of , the isle of Manhattan has become a maximum-security
prison, home to mohawked killers, slick con artists, gun-toting femmes fatales and other
assorted crazies. Our eye-patch-sporting antihero, Snake Plissken Kurt Russell, the epitome of
sneering manliness , uses the Twin Towers as a landing platform for his gliderâ€”an
unintentionally loaded image. And all the bridges are mined! Scene by scene, Carpenter
satirizes the de rigueur fears of a crime-plagued NYCâ€”which is funny considering the film was
mostly shot in St. It was the movie that took a New York nightclub subculture and turned it into
a phenomenon, one Bee Gees song at a time. Martin Scorsese's "minor" downtown-after-dark
comedy offered up some nice lessons for '80s New York newbies: Stay out of Soho or at least
away from Spring Street's boho lofts once the sun goes down; hold on to your money whenever
you take a taxi south of 14th Street; and never trust the city's punk clubgoers or ice-cream-truck
drivers. Who can blame Charlie Sheen for buying an automatic sushi maker and selling out?
Suffer from claustrophobia or L-train freak-outs? Then Joseph Sargent's original thriller about
the hijacking of a 6 subway is just the sort of shock therapy you need. If it's too much for your
nervous system, just revel in the fantastic cast of cranks and crazies, led by Walter Matthau's
grumpy transit cop and Robert Shaw's suave psycho ringleader. Very likely Woody's best
balance of nebbishment and nourishment, this romantic comedy immortalizes a trove of NYC
experiences that are, heartbreakingly, no more: Bobby Short cooing at the Carlyle Club; punk
bands squalling at CBGB; intellectuals flirting at the old Pageant Books. Fulsome in his
righteous rage, Al Pacino uncorked a signature performance, torn between do-gooder zeal and
go-it-alone anxiety. Shooting in every borough except Staten Island, the film is a near-complete
portrait of the city at its grimiest. A literary gigolo George Peppard and a high-class prostitute
Audrey Hepburn are rudderless lovers in a town where lost souls are as common as Cracker
Jack rings. A seven-year-old boy runs away to Coney Island in this black-and-white slice of life
codirected by Ray Ashley, Morris Engel and Ruth Orkin, which may be the best cinematic record
of the hazy boardwalk in existence. There's little dialogue to speak of; just the sights, sounds
and smells of summer. If you've grooved on any number of French New Wave or child's-eye
Iranian films, give praise to the big daddy. Ping-ponging from a West 58th Street pussy-hound
duplex to troubled Broadway show rehearsals and endless editing on his latest motion picture,
Dexedrine-fueled director Joe Gideon Roy Scheider makes extreme exhaustion look positively
electric. Directed by Vincente Minnelli and an uncredited Fred Zinnemann , this spellbinding
romance is golden-age Hollywood at its finest. He bids goodbye to the messy, wounded,
wonderful chaos of the city with one last night out, surrounded by everyone close to him. Jules
Dassin's realistic crime drama wasn't the first to use actual NYC locations as backdrops, but his
docu-noir certainly popularized the notion that corners like 57th and Lexington look much more
authentic than studio back lots. You can also thank this story one of 8 million, according to the
opening voiceover for every New Yorkâ€”based TV cop show of the past 40 years. The film that
launched a thousand irritating knockoffs has lost none of its startling power over the years.
How about a time capsule of the old Little Italy before it became a red-sauce tourist trap, a place
of intimate power deals and dead-end desperation. Can it even be improved upon? Wanna-be
toughs roam cart-strewn streets, chow down on deli food and flirt with a preteen Jennifer
Connelly. The majority of this musical tour de forceâ€”a modern-day take on Romeo and
Julietâ€”was shot on a soundstage. Yet it still has a fierce City That Never Sleeps flavor, helped
in no small part by the stunning on-location opening sequence in which two rival gangs tussle
their way from West 68th Street to th Street. Ladies and gentlemen, the South Bronx
isâ€¦breaking! And popping, locking, tagging and rhyming. See it with friends, then spend the
evening talking shit about them behind their backs. Long before he became the go-to imitation
for comedians everywhere, Christopher Walken turned what could have been a stock mob boss
role into a tour de force. Disappointed by the postâ€”Jim Henson Muppets output? Revisit the
real deal: This is one of the better efforts from Kermit and friends, especially for Gothamites
locations include Sardi's, Central Park and the Empire State Building. The plot, you ask? See
the title. Fact is, we New Yorkers have these kind of dinner conversations every night. You play
the game with Kevin Bacon; why not watch the film? The filmmaker would descend into barely
legal ogling in subsequent works, but his debut still packs a punch. A panoply of pornographic
vignettes or a postmodern work of hormonal, hyperventilating art? Borough native-son Paddy

Chayefsky nabbed a screenplay Oscar for this Best Picture winner, a beautiful homily to
homeliness. The Twin Towers loom in the clouds, as if dreamt up by French daredevil Philippe
Petit, who, in , illegally danced between them on a tightrope. Thrilling and profound, the movie
reaches great heights. Accept no remakes. Here's the gold-standard origin film, which
unwittingly captures a pungent Koch-era New York in all its glory. We dare you not to get a lump
in your throat when Christopher Reeve soars past Battery Park and the old skyline. That image
alone merits the movie's placement on any reputable NYC list; the rest of the film offers at least
a dozen more. But here it is, captured for all eternity. The pair meets cute on Coney Island, falls
in love, gets hitched but comes to reckon with tenement life and crushed dreams. Subtly, the
hurtful nature of five-boroughs trysting is tweaked. Forest Whitaker cruises late-night streets in
a stolen car, motivated by a solemn code of honor and capable of violent deeds. Director Rob
Reiner and screenwriter Nora Ephron capture Manhattan romance with splendiferous anxiety. Is
it possible for a high-class call girl living in the West 40s to be a symbol of second-wave
feminism in its heyday? Absolutely, when that woman is played by Jane Fonda in Alan J.
Pakula's thriller. Although her shag could have walked away with the Oscar, Fonda took the
statue her first for her indelible, volatile mix of impenetrable steeliness and near-pathological
vulnerabilityâ€”the ultimate New Yorker. It also captures the way that a life-shaking,
permanently altering experience for one teenager the riveting Anna Paquin can be just another
glittering point in the kaleidoscope of the city. For its cathartic image see title , the movie
revisits a childhood memory likely shared by any impressionable museumgoer of a certain age.
This movie's reputation has soared since its release. Dustin Hoffman plays a down-on-his-luck
NYC actor who lands a soap-opera role by posing as a prim Midwestern woman. Local
landmarks include the National Video Center now home to luxury apartments and the Signature
Theatre and the Russian Tea Room where Hoffman reveals his ploy to his agent ; even Andy
Warhol makes an appearance. Gordon Parks Jr. Here's where his brilliant "Pusherman" debuts.
We will always love and mourn Ron O'Neal, who expresses the hustler's code succinctly: "You
don't own me, pig, and no motherfucker tells me when I can split. This comedy, starring a
transformed Mia Farrow as an Italian mob widow, deserves promotion from minor to major. A
brutal NYC classic one its star, Charles Bronson, had an uneasy time defending , this vigilante
thriller crystallized the dangerous Beame-era Manhattan in the minds of millions. The pivotal
scene goes down on a grungy subway car, where a furious Upper West Sider takes
nickel-plated,. Life would imitate art. Director Hal Ashby, making his feature debut, vividly
captures the rough-and-tumble neighborhood that was Park Slope, long before it became
stroller-mom central. With the arrival of an alluring neighbor with expensive tastes Gwyneth
Paltrow , the movie sets off for swanky midtown locationsâ€”and a cautionary shiska romance.
Decision after decision, his Pacino-like character chooses the worst possible strategy and you
cringe at his half-smart desperation. Joseph L. Not much has changed. A pre- Lady Bird Greta
Gerwig who cowrote the screenplay with director Noah Baumbach stars as an Ivy League grad
who dreams of becoming a dancer, despite having two left feet in more ways than one. The
movie has come to feel like a generational stamp, as did Annie Hall. This sexy vampire tale
takes place mostly in a ridiculous realm of spacious townhouses filled with smoke and coffins.
A case could be made that, of all the superheroes, Spidey is the one who is most identified with
New York City. These are his canyons to swing through. Loaded with Brooklyn attitude, this
more recent animated take is a worthy Oscar winner, boldly styled and fun. Before he hooked
up with Martin Scorsese, a little-known Robert De Niro made a couple of goofy, subversive little
flicks with equally obscure director Brian De Palma. This no-budget black comedy captures
porn-theater-era New York at its seediest. The specific New York City of â€”somehow harsher
and more wintry, and still, a place of cozy antiquarian bookstores and down-on-their-luck
dreamers in overcoatsâ€”comes to life in this real-life tale of literary misadventure. For their
October Madison Square Garden concerts, the legendary Beastie Boys circulated 50 Minicams
among the bumptious crowd, resulting in a kinetic, undeniably sloppy testament to fan-idol
collaboration. This was crowdsourcing way ahead of the curve. We mourn you, Adam Yauch.
Not the homeless, not alligators, but cannibalistic humanoid underground dwellers. Dirty cops,
femme fatales, grinning killers and bone-deep paranoia: Welcome to our ranked list of classic
thrillers. Time Out New York. Get us in your inbox Sign up to our newsletter for the latest and
greatest from your city and beyond. We already have this email. Try another? My Account My
Profile Sign out. My Account. Read more. You may also like. Love the mag? Our newsletter
hand-delivers its best bits to your inbox. Sign up to receive it, and unlock our digital magazines.
The break-in happened around 4 a. Add to Chrome. Sign in. Home Local Classifieds. News
Break App. Read Full Story. LAS VEGAS AP â€” Class action lawsuits were filed in Nevada
against 10 major auto insurance companies on Tuesday, contending that the companies
charged excessive insurance premiums during the pandemic by failing to account for a drop in

driving and crashes. The lawsuits acknowledge that some insurers provided discounts over
Free File is easy, fast, safe and secure. Taxpayers who want to prepare and Authorities found
the body of a year-old man in mid-December in a detached garage in rural Lincoln County,
Sheriff Rick Harrell said. Officials believe they know who the man was but have not released his
name. CBS 58 Former Jefferson County Deputy Sheriff Janelle Gericke was sentenced to two
years initial confinement followed by three years of extended supervision after pleading guilty
to two counts of burglary and one count of attempted burglary. CBS A Multnomah County judge
has found a man who was accused of murder and attempted murder unfit to stand trial and has
dismissed all charges against him, according to court documents. Demetruis Ray Brown, 26,
was accused in the June shooting and killing of year-old Andreas Prince. He was Arrested were
Jonathan Rios, 25, and Josue NBC4 Columbus. Sasha Skare, 21, is wanted for the murder of a
man found dead inside his upscale La Cantera apartment. KENS 5 learned the year-old suspect
is connected to a deadly drug deal in Austin from KENS 5. Washington police have taken a
year-old man into custody after discovering a vehicle containing the remains of multiple bodies.
The Adams County Sheriff's office arrested Mauricio Nava-Garibay after finding the abandoned
vehicle on the outskirts of the city of Othello in eastern Washington at 6. Deputies responded
WSFA - Montgomery police have arrested and charged a man with attempted murder in
connection to a Tuesday evening shooting. Police said the shooting happened around p.
Tuesday in the block of North Ripley Street. Curtis Foxhall, 31, was taken into custody
Wednesday after being developed Eighteen-year-old Terrence Ben of Chicago was previously
taken into federal custody on a murder charge in the killing of year-old Sharman M. Pearson II.
Pearson was shot several Fox David Arthur Adair Jr. He pleaded not guilty to a charge of capital
murder in the death of Lavonte Jackson. Arkansas Online. As a result of the operation,
investigators arrested thirteen people for crimes related to solicitation of prostitution and
possession of illegal narcotics. These cases The article said Stephens Lawrence Paul
Anderson, 42, allegedly admitted that he murdered Walski had been missing since August when
his wife's body was found at their home in Larksville. An autopsy showed Patricia Walski Sarah
Devera, 27, faces second-degree murder and armed criminal action charges. According to court
records, family members of the victim told Jackson County Sheriff's KCTV 5. The family of a
Miami Gardens man is desperate for answers after they say he was killed during a shooting
involving federal agents last Friday in Coral Gables. She said her husband of ten years, year-old
Brandon Wimberly, was NBC Miami. Detectives said the investigation started back in Nov. It was
September 27th, , when Pittsburg Police Officers received a call about a man who had been shot
while sitting in his car at Railroad Avenue. The victim was year-old Danny Guyse of Pittsburg.
Sadly, after he arrived at the hospital, Mr. Guyse died of his injuries. Contra Costa Herald. You
may also like. Denver Post. Robert Rihmeek Williams, better known as Meek Mill, is a popular
American hip-hop recording artist who embarked on his musical journey through rap battles
and today he is one of the richest and popular musicians. The first big break for Mill came in
when he signed a deal for his very first recording by the Atlanta based rapper T. Meek made
several switches in his career from label to label in order to find the best workplace and creative
freedom. Amanda Leigh Moore born April 10, is an American singer, songwriter and actress.
She signed with Epic Records in and came to fame with the release of her debut single "Candy",
which peaked at number 41 on the Billboard Hot Her upcoming seventh album, Silver Landings,
is set to be released in March Moore made her feature film debut in , with a minor voice role in
the comedy film Dr. In , Moore was awarded a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. Apart from
his basketball career, Russell has also launched an eye-gear brand, and continues to display
his interest in the fashion world. The name Tiger Woods is synonymous with golf, and why
would it not be? He is after all, the current No. He also has the distinction of having earned the
most in PGA Tour history. A child prodigy, he was introduced to golf when he was just a toddler
of two! Junior Amateur champion when he was 15 years old. He turned professional when he
was 21 and won his first major tournament the very next year in a record-breaking performance.
Soon he dominated world golf and reached the No. Over his career he has broken several golf
records and has won 14 professional major golf championships. He is one of the few
playersâ€”and the youngestâ€”to have achieved the career Grand Slam of golf. He reached the
pinnacles of glory during the s when stories of his multiple affairs started doing the rounds. His
transgressions led to a fall in his rankings and the break up of his family. However, the gutsy
player soon bounced back to regain his position as the World No. Shailene Woodley is an
American actor and activist. Shailene went on to secure a prominent place in the film industry
early in her career which is an achievement in itself. Starting her career by appearing in
commercials and television series, she went on to play prominent roles in Hollywood films. In ,
she co-founded the 'All it Takes' non-profit organization along with her mother. His albums have
approximately sold over 50 million copies globally and he has received a number of awards. His

large catalog of music speaks volumes about his hard-work and ruthless, aspiring quality.
Recently, Jay-Z was ranked as one of the most successful artists of the millennium and was
also placed next to the likes of iconic rappers including 50 Cent, Nelly and Eminem. Most of his
works reflect bits and pieces of his troubled, drug-ridden childhood. Despite coming from a very
run-of-the-mill background, Jay-Z is a millionaire artist today and continues to mesmerize fans
with his enchanting records. He is currently married to her and the couple has a daughter.
James Franco is an American actor, director, screenwriter, producer, teacher and author. He
developed a keen interest in learning and enrolled in various institutions concentrating mainly
in creative writing. However, his main stay remained acting. He has tried his hands at directing
and scripting. He continues his acting carrier with passion. While fighting against injustice
meted to the African-Americans, he carefully shunned violence. His first major campaign was
Montgomery Bus Boycott. It not only led to the abolition of racial segregation on Montgomery
public transport system, but also turned King Jr. Subsequently, he led many other nonviolent
campaigns and gave many inspiring speeches. Later, he expanded the ambit of his movement
and started fighting for equal employment opportunity. In his short life, he was arrested
twenty-nine times. He dreamt that one day every human being would be judged by his ability,
not by the color of his skin. Serbian tennis player Novak Djokovic is the current World No. He is
considered one of the greatest professional tennis players ever. He has held the top position for
weeks at a stretch. An exceptionally talented player, he has delivered numerous record-making
and breaking performances. In , he won a total of six titles, breaking the single-season record.
Bad Bunny is a famous Puerto Rican trap and reggaeton artist. He is considered as the best trap
artist of the current generation. Though his songs are predominantly in Latin or Spanish,
world-renowned musicians like Enrique Iglesias have featured Bad Bunny in their respective
songs. Bad Bunny is also credited with making Latin trap popular among music lovers across
the world. Bad Bunny is also famous on social media. While his official YouTube channel has
more than nine million subscribers, his official Twitter page has more than 10 million followers.
Adrien Broner is an American professional boxer who is known for his many achievements at a
young age. Nicknamed The Problem, Broner has quite an impressive professional record. Out of
the 38 professional fights he has fought, he has won 33 of them, lost just 3, while rest two were
no-contest and a draw. In his career, so far he has held world championship in four weight
classes. Broner has an amazing skill set that makes him a tough fighter for his opponents. His
quick right uppercut, hard left body shot have often sent opponents to the canvas. He is
extremely aggressive in the ring and is known for throwing many punches at his rivals. Kurt
Donald Cobain February 20, â€” April 5, was an American singer, songwriter, and musician, best
known as the guitarist and frontman of the rock band Nirvana. Regarded as a Generation X icon,
he is considered to be one of the most iconic and influential rock musicians in the history of
alternative music. Born in Aberdeen, Washington, Cobain formed the band Nirvana with Krist
Novoselic and Aaron Burckhard in and established it as part of the Seattle music scene which
later became known as grunge. Following the success of Nevermind, Nirvana was labelled "the
flagship band" of Generation X, and Cobain was hailed as "the spokesman of a generation";
however, Cobain resented this, believing his message and artistic vision had been
misinterpreted by the public, with his personal problems often subject to media attention.
During the last years of his life, Cobain struggled with heroin addiction and chronic health
problems such as depression. He also struggled with the personal and professional pressures
of fame, and his marriage to musician Courtney Love. On April 8, , Cobain was found dead at his
home in Seattle at the age of 27; police concluded he had died on April 5 from a self-inflicted
shotgun wound to his head. Cobain was posthumously inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, along with Nirvana bandmates Dave Grohl and Novoselic, in their first year of eligibility in
In , David Fricke of Rolling Stone ranked him the 12th greatest guitarist of all time. A very
successful artist still in the prime of her youth, she has already sold over 41 million albums and
million songs worldwide, becoming one of the best-selling artists of all time. Born in Barbados,
she grew up listening to reggae music and began singing when she was quite young. Disturbed
by her chaotic family life and the constant arguments between her parents, she immersed
herself in music and before long realized that she wanted to be a professional singer. He asked
the girl to move to New York in order to pursue a full-time career as a singer which she gladly
did. Her debut album was soon released and Rihanna became a musical sensation before long.
Her peppy, foot-tapping songs became the hot favorites of the youngsters motivating her to
venture into films as well. Pretty, young and highly talented, she is today regarded as a teen idol
and a fashion icon. Rihanna also puts her fame to good use and is actively involved with several
charitable causes. Sir Sidney Poitier is an actor, director and diplomat best known for being the
first black person to have been awarded the Academy Award for Best Actor. This was a very
significant achievement in the s when racism was rampant in the United States. Born to poor

Bahamian farmer parents, he received little formal education. As a teenager he was turning
towards street crime when his father sent him to the United States to start life anew. He received
a huge cultural shock in New York where he witnessed widespread racism and chasm between
the classes. After struggling to make ends meet as a dishwasher, he joined the American Negro
Theater. Through his determination and hard work he soon became a much sought after theatre
artist and soon stared receiving film offers. This role got him noticed and he received several
offers. After establishing himself as a successful actor, he branched into direction as well.
Christopher William D'Elia born March 29, is an American stand-up comedian, actor, writer, and
podcast host. Recently, he starred as Henderson in the Netflix thriller series You. He started
young and ever since he was a child, he had his eyes on making it big as a professional player.
From a kid with his obsession with sports, to becoming the captain of a leading NHL team,
Pittsburgh Penguins, Sydney has crossed a long path. His father happened to be a professional
level ice hockey player himself and started training Sydney since he was a kid. He exhibited his
skills at the junior and high school and got drafted by Penguins in In , Crosby led his team to
the first standing in the Stanley Cup; it was the first title victory for Penguins in more than 17
years. However, sport related ailments did plague most of his career, but Crosby kept working
hard at what he did the best, scoring goals. He played one season of college basketball for the
Kentucky Wildcats before being drafted by the Nuggets with the seventh overall pick in the NBA
draft. Kelly Preston is an American former model and actress. She has appeared in more than
60 television shows and films combined. She then spent a lot of time in Australia. When she
returned to Hawaii, she started appearing in commercials and developed an avid interest in
acting, which she went on to pursue full-time. Kate Garry Hudson born April 19, is an American
actress, author, and fashion designer. She rose to prominence for her performance in the film
Almost Famous , for which she won a Golden Globe and was nominated for the Academy Award
for Best Supporting Actress. Hudson co-founded the fitness brand and membership program,
Fabletics, operated by JustFab. Kim Kardashian is one among the most highly paid reality TV
stars, with an estimated net worth of 40 million dollars. The reality show went on to become a
massive success and Kim soon became an icon. She has also endorsed a number of products
and services and is known to be rather savvy businesswomen. Together, the three sisters have
launched many clothing lines. She also made headlines for her 72 days marriage with basketball
player Kris Humphries. Learn More. Fox News: Best. Inaugural Speech. Reaching for your guns,
your wallet, your unconsenting vagina if a woman and your throat. American Journalism Is Back
, Baby! And if you recall, this Objective Nonpartisan Urinalist was considered so unbiased that
he was made a moderator at a Republican primary debate. TheHill, a thoroughly amateurish
propaganda sheet, continues the very lazy non-journalistic practice of deciding the "news" is
whatever word-fart the "journalist" read on twitter two minutes ago: Nobel Prizes all around, I
think. Oh, and this decrepit old bone-jostler was just gushing. I have been listening to these
inaugural addresses since John F. Kennedy's 'ask not'. I thought this was the best inaugural
address I ever heard. Oh dear. Posted by: J. Posted by: Bozo Conservative Posted by: Joe
Biden Posted by: Dworkin Barimen - anarcho-tyranny? Posted by: N. Urker at January 20, PM
lgiXo. Posted by: Joe Mannix Not a cop! Posted by: Washington Nearsider, Fuck you. War at
January 20, PM tpneH. Posted by: RondinellaMamma, I didn't sign up to live in interesting times,
but here I am. Advertise Here! Change the At to " " and the DOT to ". Powered by Movable Type.
Comments Jump to bottom of page 1 first. These will be trying times, pray for me. The spirit of
the Biden inaugural is breaking out on empty streets, avenues and alleys all across America. I'll
come back in a minute. First time poster. Let's do this! And Trump's was dark I'm ashamed at
how much hate I have for these "people. Kinda like why Pence went to inauguration rather than
wave goodbye. The best speech ever? Fuck off, hack prick. I agree John, those are all the things
Biden is actually doing on the left and pretending they're the things on the right. Unintentional
comedy is the best. Pence has never, ever been one to be the hero. They're naming a city after
him as we speak. Poking at me. Like I care what a school skipping child thinks. The news
channels for the next 4 years will just be Biden praise all the time anyway. She still looks
malnourished at a fundamental level. Like Gollum in the cave eating blind fish he catches with
his hare hands. In the past, there was the possibility that you fuckheads would elect someone
who had not been approved by the deep state. We've corrected that. Anyone who disagrees
with or disapproves of their betters shall be unpersoned. Kamala:: "Is it my turn yet??!? Link is
gone now. You'll need one of these. The MSM was just about dead 4 more years of Trump would
have killed it, now they have been given a lifeline. I am gutted. Sefton Your newsletter, erm, I
should like to unsubscribe? Definitely big points for that. She's still an angry, mentally ill, girl
whose disgusting parents dress her like a 10 year old. You know Obama is going to try and
make this about him. Those guys hate each other. Joey's filters are shot. Is this guy ever right
about anything, even by accident? His beat these days seems to be giving sloppy blowjobs to

lefty "colleagues. And before anyone jumps on me, she is I am still waiting for the
Uniparty-Media Complex dolts who constantly said everything Trump did was only for his own
monetary gain, to provide one, just ONE, hard-fact example. Apply as needed. Get used to the
fact that the only things you hear are what certain people want you to hear. News is no longer
Fake News, it's Make News. It's all manufactured in Central Planning. We live in a surprisingly
scripted reality. When Iran bombs Israel, that'll be Trump's fault. When we get maskless
Mondays and a free can of Spam, that'll be Biden's hard work and diligence to build back better.
I'd rather remove my own scalp with a cheese grater. Like Tim Pool wears the South Park style
knit cap. Ditto for Joe the Pretender. Beat me to it. Baby shit compared to this, eh? We're on our
own. I'm sufficiently disgusted and fed up that I think it may be best. Hell, what they did
dwindles into insignificance compared to stealing a nation. They like it when things are quiet
and the focus is elsewhere. It gives them a lot of latitude to do swampy shit. The raging fire is
when they have to be careful, backtrack, justify, divert attention. Hold their feet to that fire, y'all.
I'm shocked! Is it a lack of self-awareness or just driven by the fear that they'll be next in the
Tumbril if they don't cheer loudest? Posted by: Nevergiveup Called for unity and called a Lid.
That's all taken care of. Don't ask me I don't give a damn, Next stop is You all know the words.
All you're doing is feeding them. We need to be worried pretty much exclusively about the facts
on the ground, what we're doing. Stop feeding their propaganda, even to point and laugh. They
win when you do. In Joe Biden's first Executive Order, our chocolate ration has been increased
to twenty grams. Joe's halo is the magnetic field from the steel plate in his head. Posted by:
Doctor. Boom The need for dark sarcasm fills a bottomless pit in my soul. But otherwise, no The
amoeba is nearing the playground. Were is next week? I guess she still hasn't gotten her first
training bra. What was his last big movie? He's not in DiNiro territory yet, but he's fast
approaching it. Basically he makes big budget Hallmark Channel films. It the Vegas Act phase of
his acting career. And I'm not sure such a thing even exists anymore. But the Democrats
disagree. Posted by: Nevergiveup She's 18? Doesn't look a day over Boom Yeah, I did not want
to say it. Thank you. SHOW your anger. Show your disdain. And so on. I gotta find my fun
somewhere in the next four years. From the previous ration of twenty-five. Also give Obama the
Cy Young award. After all, he threw a no-hitter, right? Posted by: rickb And now, my fellow
Americans Didn't see anyone reacting. Thanks for the validation! Tits are not calm. It means
absence of resistance to them due to said resistance being ruthlessly destroyed. Seems about
right. She must be on drugs. The Big Guy says we'll have all the Russian hookers and blow that
Chinese money can buy! It's gonna be sick! Best inaugural ever? Speech lasted about ten
minutes. I'm just kidding. Posted by: Nevergiveup at January 20, PM He attacked Trump and us,
called for unity and then attacked us again. Well knock me over with a feather, there's a
shocker? What did I miss? Posted by I suppose I just get a little weary of 3 Fux Sux posts a day.
But honestly, what the fuck else is there to talk about? Since then, he's been a broken weather
vane nailed to a stopped clock. Posted by: Christopher R Taylor at January 20, PM His latest is
"News of the World", where he finds and escorts a lost little girl across the country in the s.
Make of that what you will. Posted by: Christopher R Taylor at January 20, PM KZzsI Someone
more techie than me needs to do some memes with the press gushing quotes and pictures of
the 12 foot fences, razor wire and troops keeping citizens out of the District. Nothing says "this
totally isn't a dictatorial takeover" like that. And for Meg Ryan who never looked more beautiful.
And to clean-up Trump's NORK mess, Joe will have to appease Kim with a billion tons of rice
and a billion barrels of crude, diesel, and gasoline. For free. Which is what Hillary would have
done, and which Joe would do if Trump had not been his predecessor. The Progs talk tough
with foreigners, but when push comes to red-lines, it's usually the Handful of Cruise Missiles
version of Surrender Theater. At one point, I think within 3 sentences he went from white
supremacy to domestic terrorism to global warming to "unity". He just kept saying the same
shit in different ways over and over. But of course, he's everyone's president, even those who
didn't vote for him. And, he'll be our president when he's loading us onto the boxcars.
Hereditary-pattern baldness. I don't want to spoil the bit but just look at the end of ace's last
post. Because Pete said so? Pete's a pathological liar, and I have followed Pete Rose since he
was a rookie in Posted by: Puddin Head He hasn't been in Macaulay Culkin's ass in at least 30
years, if that's what you're asking How predictable they are, and how nauseating it is for the
majority of Americans to listen to their stupid trash. I'll have to transition now to hoping they are
so saccharine and orgasmic in their reporting on the fraudulent Resident Blockhead that even
the most lofo will be left rolling their eyes. Thus leading to a biblical demise for these scum in
this most profoundly scummy profession. The first rule about 4 club is you don't talk about 4.
Just vow not to take anything too seriously. It works. Like, nothing you think or say is going to
make a difference. They've shown their hand. It's a commie takeover. Keep your head down,
make fun of them as much as possible, and live your life. And a couple of them graduated from

high school! They know things! Bill Buckner, on the other hand Cheating is not winning.
Supposedly she's vegan by choice, and they have a hard time getting her to eat anything at all,
so she's probably malnourished which will slow puberty and cause all kinds of glandular
issues. As for why a girl might be so messed up she has a hard time eating and vomits a lot,
well I leave that up to your imagination. I mean what the fuck. For four fucking years the
democrats destroyed Trump and you join their side? Posted by: Mr. He doesn't know what day
it is. We need to start up a liberal Q equivalent that is constantly telling the liberals that Kamala
is just weeks away from seizing power. Either: a it never happens, which is probably a good
thing, but it keeps an undercurrent of subterfuge within the party alive, OR b it happens and
bedlam ensues. What a creepy freaky little you know what. Tomorrow he'll be "so this is how it
ends" guy. Posted by: Ripley He posted up thread. She not only limits the variety of foods she
eats, but she will only consume them if they are packaged correctly. Very likely has affected her
growth during critical years of puberty. Doesn't help that she dresses like a 2nd grader. It can't
have been very nice, judging by her tone. Yeah I like Pete as a player, he was a blast to watch
and played like hell but I wouldn't trust him to sell me a car, let's say. He was a compulsive,
addictive gambler. There's nothing he wouldn't bet on. Someone in that position would do
anything. CW2 at the capitol today? Why I'm shocked, shocked I say that they would lie like
that. So young, so psychotic. A really wide pitch-out. But let's compromise, and give them both
"Best of Breed" at Crufts. We'll just the "breed" part ambiguous. They really do believe they'll be
on the upswing. OR one of his cronies, like her dad. Benedict Arnold, the Centrist who has a
long history of public discourse Which is part of the US. By the way did anyone see Barron at
the farewell stops? I did not. I got "quando" when , "te" you as object , and "fecurunt" made ,
but had to google the rest. I should have gotten "regi. I got mine and my Husband didn't and the
IRS keeps saying there is no information or he isn't eligible McCarthy is pathetic. And
instructive. A devastating but accurate perspective on it. And just in case anyone's forgotten,
the soft coup attempt which pre-dated even the last election will not be punished or understood
by the public or result in political consequences for anyone. Three careers cut short, maybe
four, that's it - that's the total response to the systematic and often illegal corruption of our
most powerful agencies for crass political purposes. Too official, leaves too much of a paper
trail. Or someone tells him to resign, at least. That way there are no fingerprints on the knife in
his back. Saying you don't get the joke is a good angle. I don't get the joke either. And
Scoldilocks can go fuck herself. Before you arrive is sweet pleasure but after you've come, a
pain in the dong. Two years of Latin wasted. We just no longer have a source of network news,
political representation, social media, retail giants, impartial courts, non-leftist intelligence
agencies, or entertainment that's on our side. Probably the most frustrating thing about the
Trump Presidency was all the obvious traps everyone else saw a mile away and Trump stepping
right into them, while complaining about how rigged everything was. Sunday Soup should
change his name to Soupy Wallflower Would be far too easy for those hamster abusers if uncle
Joe conveniently dies. It has a bunch of news channels including Newsmax and OAN. More than
enough given how much time you wretches probably spend online anyway. Wanna bet on that?
Posted by: PaleRider is simply irredeemable Are not all 50 state capitols burning? I considered
all of these programs illegal and unconstitutional in the past, but we're in a post-constitution
America so here we go. Posted by: PaleRider is simply irredeemable at January 20, PM Aashi
The only reason it didn't happen was because of the massive amount of troops deployed, which
means that we must keep them deployed constantly to counter the threat of white supremacy.
Take that, haters. Posted by: TheJamesMadison, figuring this whole time thing out with Nolan I
saw it back in the day and liked it. I saw it more recently and meh. It was bleak, depressing and
divisive. The one who is constantly glued to network news and considers herself very informed
as a result. At first bitching from her about "x" being enacted and the negative impact it will
have on her, she will be confronted by me: You either 1 ignorantly didn't know what you were
voting for or 2 you did know and approve of it. Those are the only two choices. And if you didn't
know, just how well informed are you when I knew everything that was coming, even though I
watch zero "news," and you watch all of it and knew nothing? If you did know which I doubt ,
welcome to your utopia. They know they have to compensate for Biden's personality, record
and deteriorating mind -- the fact that they are already over the top means he's in really bad
shape. The con is showing, no longer able to finesse the obviously stolen presidency of an
unaccomplished, stupid, mean old man. Just beautifully written and so satisfying to read. My
wife read it aloud to me. And we watched 45 seconds of the preview, and instantly could tell
Hanks who starred and directed rewrote a key plot element that destroys the story. By the
imaginary domestic terrorists. I like Because you get 8 more. Another 'unbiased' debate
moderator. They were put there to intimidate Us Didn't know where to go and missed it. The
Mrs. Are there watch parties, spontaneous gatherings, people drinking and dancing in the

streets? Any multi-digit number whose sum is 4 carries some degree of four's pragmatic
energy. However, the more digits the compound number has, the more diffuse the 4 energy will
be. I'm betting it was her dad, and I'm betting it happened long before she was You know, kinda
like the missing heat lurking in the deep ocean I remember when Ace said they needed tax cuts
because they were the job creators. I might amend it to say "on the side of traditional American
principles, or our best values". Like me. Hopefully they saved the video from the Obama years
so they can show the new kids how it's done. About the 60's one hit wonder music group.
Funny part? Interesting that he played that part sooooo well. Not for me. Thanks for reminding
me Romeo Like correctly naming the MFM as the "enemy of the people," and then cringing like
a whipped dog when some fucking Hawaiian judge said, 'no, you can't pull their press passes.
One hand : Index and thumb out to make the angled line and cross-line. Other hand: Below the
first hand, the index making the root upstroke of the 4. Having done its job, it accepts the
thanks of a grateful cabal country, and departs for a well-deserved retirement. Besides, grass
on the field, fair to play! As I said on the Morning Thread: "Bad touch! Bad touch! This is small
potatoes in today's reality alteration derby. He's in the Hall of Fame. Why the difference? Trump
should be up on charges for war crimes soon. Strange how we're not all going batshit crazy
though, isn't it? It's almost like we have something within us that transcends politics. We are
one better. In America's coming Hunger Games we will hold up four fingers. Of good scotch,
whiskey, or bourbon! That was a fun movie, and to me that's what most movies should be: a
short, self-contained story about interesting events that doesn't try to preach or make a
statement, just entertain. Hanks has been in a lot of great roles just That's what this speech
meant to me. It's been a cartoon for at least a decade. Of course all the former non-TV "news"
sources have collapsed as well. Hence the answer to the smartest kids in the class who would
come up after I guest lectured to a friend's college foreign policy class, when they'd ask "where
do we go for information?? You've got to get it yourself, almost". New hotness: Dissent is
Insurrectionist! I want to see OAN or NewsMax get full access Biden press passes, yet
somehow no judge will get involved in that oversight. The soundtrack to the movie was a fake
album of the various "acts" signed to Play-Tone Records. Mostly crap, except for the title song
written by one of the members of Fountains of Wayne and a jazz piece called "Time to Blow.
Fuck you, liver. As we all Posted by: Funkotron And if you don't have a smart TV? Its a fair
point. Jordan was even suspended from Basketball for a year for his gambling. I'm not saying
Rose doesn't belong in the hall, I think Shoeless Joe does too. I'm even arguing he should be,
these days. I'm just saying he skewed games to fit the spread so he could win bets. Is that an
admission that the rapes were more widespread than we know? Did I mention that? And who
care what an autistic teenager has to say about Donald Trump? Keep your faith and your sense
of humor. We'll get through this. It may not be easy or fun all the time, but we'll make it. The
enemy wants you depressed and demoralized. Don't give them the satisfaction. Let the Healing
Begin You've Got Mail? THAT one aged well. Castaway before or after YGM? He has more less
said that. In fact I've always been quite outspoken that I enjoy your posts. What a coinky-dink,
huh? Posted by: Mary Poppins' Practically Perfect Piercing at January 20, PM 2JVJo I wouldn't
call it shameful for him to have actually trusted in the Constitution, the framework that enabled
him and his family to enjoy a fabulous life and enable the lives of thousands of their employees.
We're going to wear double masks for days. Announcement forthcoming. At least Trump didn't
do a friend's wife You mean the paedophilic plagiarizer on the take from the CCP? THAT decent
guy? Road to Purgatory was just like the book which read well but made a kind of tedious
movie. And they changed the end. It's just another tactic of theirs to further diminish those who
do not worship their governmental gods, their dictatorial deities. Either that, or they're just like a
king's court, practically climbing over each other to see who can provide the most slavishly
slobbering praise for their grand leaders. Probably some of A and some of B , really. Things had
gotten better, obviously Oh boy, I can hardly wait for what Joey has in store for me. I couldn't
work a 4 into any of that, though. Sorry about that. I'm expecting the old "No substance to these
allegations, but resigning anyway for the good of the country" routine. This will not end well for
them. It can be ignored. Posted by: Ian S. Jay's here, he'll know. I wish I had more technical
skills. But that's how this works right? All these deaths are his fault. ALmost like he is
personally responsible or murdering these people. Joe Biden is a murderer! Chanel Rion will
have to crouch under the window of the press room with a stethoscope against the wall to hear
the press briefings. That is if she can even get on the WH grounds. The Chalice from the Palace
has the Brew that is True. I'm curious about it but I'd rather not have to watch that animated
corpse deliver it. We're too divided by party, by race, by culture. We're trying too hard to defeat
each other because we hate each other. And there's no one man, one party, one race, or one
group of any kind that's mostly responsible. We all had a hand in it. Even me. We'll continue to
disagree, but let's stop canceling each other. Let's try our best to get along. Let's go out of our

way to be kind. I gather that I heard about how bad "white supremacists" are and how we just
have to bend over and take whatever the Left wants. The HOF by baseball is run by very old
school baseball fans who love the game and its history. There's a big difference. Good times.
Just sayin'. That fraud is Joe Biden himself. Get in the shower, Ashley. It's trolling on a grand
scale. And it's not going to change. So why watch? Posted by: Average Loser at January 20, PM
8aO2d They know that nothing really means anything, anymore, so why should they give a
flying fuck what they say? Posted by: Deplorable Jay Guevara No, that would necessarily
demonstrate that Trump was right and the entire election was a fraud. Can't have that hanging
over Harris' puppet administration. Having Joe take another spill is just a waiting game and the
paperwork a mere formally. Remember these assholes spent four years claiming Trump's in
Russia's pocket without a single document verifying a single thing. I'm waiting for him to do
something completely wacked on live TV like drop his pants and take a shit. From the Bee. I
haven't. I've been depressed and demoralized since Soon after Rose was crying about not being
in the HOF. That's not how this works. Except there's no Canute to put them in their place. I still
stand by my "jailed and Epsteined within a year" prediction, though. I don't think he won some
landslide figures like Lin Wood and Sidney Powell claim. I just put that in the Q pile of
nonsense. I unfortunately know too many Republican defectors. I think its more "don't be the
first to stop clapping" mentality. Grandfather Peculiar uncle. He should never be allowed in the
Hall. Look out China. Look out fascists! We have a smart and tough President now. Let's not
bicker and argue about 'oo killed 'oo. Kurt Russell is never bad. Posted by: Lizzy at January 20,
PM bDqIh Doubt it, but I'm sure when that evil fuck croaks million will make the V-J day
celebrations look like shuffle board day at the local assisted living. The MSM is as predictable
as the sidewalk getting wet when it rains. Posted by: Ziba at January 20, PM S1hrL A dude at
work that has always worn double masks and had him self tested continuously until he won the
covid lottery but had absolutely no symptoms throughout is now wearing double masks and
construction goggles. Some people are living their best life now and will never give up the
hysteria. I'd prefer to take my exceedingly low percentage chances going for a disarm than to
turn my eyeballs towards Plugs and Co. Romney is drinking Mormon Martinis in the corner,
smiling like a lunatic. Me and my folks are joking and laughing. And living, for now. Its a
conscious decision. This is the stark, fundamental difference between godless leftists and us. It
made them feel special to be in-the-know about that and entrusted to lie to the public for their
own good. I think that is how they look at it now - The fauxident might be a corrupt
decomposing degenerate, but it is their duty to gush. It affirms their superiority over the public,
and the politicians they are gushing over. A few of the later movies didn't suck but they weren't
particularly great films, much less Star Trek. Both ST and Star Wars destroyed their franchises
for no good reason at all. Trump is evil and so are his supporters. But let us all unite. Your great
white Father in Washington. Ten Bears: "Pfffft! Gregg Gutfeld: I need a fatty and a pool boy.
Tucker: Turns the transmitter out on the way Gregg, let's see if anyone will notice. Could have
been coincidence? Rug Burns take a long time to heal. It took the Russian people 70 years to
dismantle the Soviet Union. While the United States certainly doesn't have that long left, I likely
will die in this totalitarian oligarchy before it implodes. So while I won't be able to do much
about it, I will take from it, give it nothing it cannot forcibly extract, and will laugh at each new
low it hits. I've been snapping at people since November, myself. I should apologize to everyone
here that I've pissed off. I really need to stay off the HQ until the late hours or perhaps Gorilla
Pundit and just talk classic movies from now on. I think not. Sefton at January 20, PM s2VJv
Pretty fucking creepy how they aspire to be and emulate such murderous regimes. Jill cannot
save him after all! He looks to be in stage 6. And all of those dopier than dope commies who
voted for Biden will say wth? Posted by: CN I shit my diaper and sucked a tit. Its a good, bad
movie, like Harley Davidson and the Marlboro Man. For betting on baseball? Eternal ban. But
Barry Bonds and Darryl Strawberry get in. Get fucked, progs. I don't know if my country exists
anymore, but these asshats aren't my countrymen either way. One could swing a dead cat
around this place and hit a dozen better writers than those working for Biden. Why is it leftists
are so prone to this nauseating hyperbolic groveling? Notice they never said Obama was
America's catamite. A little too close to the knuckle, that one. Queen Elizabeth "fat" or "skeezix"
or one of his other old man gibberish terms. The military-industrial complex is gonna enjoy the
shit out of a Biden presidency. The grunts, not so much. We have an assisted living place by
me. When walking outside, the residents have to wear one of those neon yellow vests that
roadside crews wear, in case they go wandering off. That's what this bumbling buffoon of a
cheating, phony fraud SOB should be wearing. Brattleboro has declared today Joe Bidum day
and Honering all persins of coler today also Our state legislature and other analysts have
delivered their accounting of the votes That's a milestone for him Posted by: Anonosaurus
Wrecks These are some sick fucking people. Get a life and eat a bag of dicks, Staphococcus.

It's actually quite watchable and entertaining. Wouldn't a lesbian 7 of 9 be the Horde's dream
girl? Hollywood has pretty much forgotten everything before , much less And that's a good
thing, because nobody is ever going to do a better version of My Man Godfrey for instance.
Nobody can do a good remake of The General. Dads are good again? It feels like just yesterday
that you were supposed to call the FBI on your dad for being a racist. Hitler was all of
Germany's Father and what he did to the Fatherland was incestuous to say the least. They are
full of shit. But that's actually a good movie, its well done. Good to have options 4. So your year
was only half bad. Where did I endorse them? Oh, right. I didn't He should be kept out for
betting on games he was involved in and for lying EVERY step of the way about it. Fuck him. He
deserves all of the ignominy he earned. Nothing can save her now. One of the best soundtracks
ever. My family were pretty dismayed about the whole thing to say the least, except my one ultra
liberal sister. But we figured this will bring us closer together. And not just our family but
conservatives and patriots of all stripes in general. The resistance will take shape and we'll do
what we can when it comes, but in the meantime I'm not letting the bastards win by getting me
down. I'm going to keep shaking my fist from the hole like Papillon, I'm still here! We are much,
much closer to the Nork brand of madness than most people realize. Except the progs in
government are going to allow big tech and big business to enforce it, and then claim it's OK
because they're not the ones with their hands on the whip. Its pretty hardcore. Remember this
same kind of imagery with Michelle Obama and all the gushing about her strong arms that
would embrace the country? It's weird. The first year wasn't so bad. She had a messy divorce
with Illinois politician Jack Ryan. The records were sealed by the courts. Jack Ryan was running
against Obama for Senate and Obama got the divorce records unsealed possibly illegally ,
causing scandal and Ryan quitting the race. Obama goes on to become a US Senator and then
President. He's only guilty of plagiarism a couple times. And he only shoved his fingers inside a
woman without her permission. It's not like rape-rape, you big babies. He could've asked for a
lot more, ya know!! That agree with him. I grew up hating the Cardinals. Just trying to get the
timing of the playbook correct. Completely justifiable, given that his sister was Teri Hatcher
back when she was really hot. It was as if it were morning again in America. Possibly the best
snack to come out in the last 10 years. Keto friendly. Cheap at Costco. They're amazing. I knew
we were a couple of good 'uns. Laaaaate December back in sixty-threeeeee. Biden decided
What about adeen, dva, and then He's not. Amoral is indifferent to morality, like a hollywood
star. His son, not so much. But the best soundtrack of all time must surely be American Graffiti.
Or gun threads. Or boob threads. The best threads are all three. I eat Whisps and I have the
pizza flavored Parm Crisps they have at Whole Foods, though those, of course, are absurdly
expensive. Posted by: lowandslow at January 20, PM qH6FZ I wouldn't mind if it made sense,
but her character is more based in asexuality. She's still basically borg and has tremendous
difficulty relating to humans, as originally written. To suddenly become open to a close
emotional or physical relationship with anybody of either sex is a rather jarring character
change. They are regular, but it seems like I can remember them being saltier. And now, it's like
eating Spaghetti-O's thinking "damn, this is even worse than I remember. Data breaches
resulted in claims paid to fraudsters. And it's a funny little time capsule of the 80's. It makes
them matter. It's a cult. What Day will Bi-duh no longer be Prezzy? I take, April 12! Day the Civil
War started, and me birthday! Thank you for the superhuman perseverance you have
demonstrated in the face of relentless and irrational opposition. I was trying to recall her name
without looking it up. Which helped cause the messy divorce and you know the rest of the story.
Now, if she showed up at your door late one night with Kes or B'Elanna, or Jadzia Dax in tow,
that would be different. But betting FOR your team? That's called putting your money where
your mouth is. And betting on other teams? You have no input in to how they play. You're no
different than some schlub in a bar in Pittsburgh placing a bet. It's great. I love that era's music
anyway It illustrates what treacherous filth the GOPe leaders are. Santa put a couple of bags of
them in my Stocking. Seems Santa knows what I like since I am Santa. Even gangster pictures
like Scarface or The Public Enemy might glamorize their anti-hero, but there was a moral code
that said bad men must meet bad ends. And as much as I deride the "boy meets girl, boy loses
girl, boy gets girl" trope, those movies had a happy-ever-after contentment that modern
filmmakers, weaned on a toxic stew of SJW, hate whitey and stick it to the rubes, can never
replicate. Hubby took her to swingers club and wanted her to get down with other chicks.
Christmas It was the first album I ever owned. Its just not very good but fun anyway. One that
people say is a good, bad movie is Roadhouse but I think its just Posted by: JoeF. Hitler is
universally despised because the commies that run Western education are still butthurt that he
stabbed Stalin in the back. Everyone needs to stop pretending these people are just normal
people with a pink tinge. They're not, and they know exactly what they're doing. Mike Wallace
was the a-hole who said he wouldn't warn American troops that they were going into an

ambush. All except carter and Trump. He knew the rules. Asking folks not to bet on sports they
are playing or coaching is not a big ask. Older but well, totally and completely mashable. Just
so mashable. He coerced her into going to sex clubs and did worse things. He made his own
bed. But honestly, I think the entire US Government works on blackmail, they all see to have
these kind of skeletons in their closets and every action they perform is done to prevent the
truth coming out. Everybody pulling everybody elses blackmail strings Things are going to get
weird. Posted by: lowandslow and not going cinemax with it. Haven't heard a "mobile rapid test
in your area" commercial on the radio for two weeks. Because I have not seen that stat
anywhere but here and it is so frustrating. Even more frustrating is that the Pa legislature went
ahead and certified electors for Biden. Apply directly to the 4 head. Not a fan of the Grafiti
soundtrack at all. I also like Roadhouse as a good bad movie. Like Mathematics. O Brother
Where Art Thou is one of the best ever. Who cares? Was she overdosing on Chinese ketamine
she swallowed before being arrested for passing counterfeit bills, and then turned into a far left
recruiting tool that left cities on fire? I'm going to send out a daily Fuck You for as long as I can
handle it. Day One: Tom Hanks, leftist scum wearing the Greatest Generation's skin suit for
profit and propaganda. Fuck you, Tom Hanks. It used to be hell on my neck, but now that my
moobs are bigger it's a lot easier. At least it is here in libtardia. Has been since January 6th.
Very odd. Not interested. Our political class is corrupt. Our political class is a basically a
decaying edifice being propped up by corporate interests to keep the money flowing as long as
feasible. Joe Biden is our political class embodied. There may be ebbs and flows, but the peak
will be achieved at the precise moment that the species ends. Yeah, boy that'll teach us.
Fucking retards. That was good, I agree. Most of John Hughes teen movies had great
soundtracks, like Pretty in Pink. Speaking of pervy child molesters. Where are we? Has it
started? I'll be Joe is wondering when the blow jobs start. I think that was his biggest danger.
What our masters feared the most. He was the only one that wasn't an evil corrupt bastard. No
leverage. No power. He had to be destroyed. If you don't have one, Roku sticks duplicate the
function of a Smart TV. As do Amazon Fire sticks, but feeding in Amazon's monopoly may be
against your religion. Just plug the stick in and install your apps onto it. I started with the
Newsmax app but switched to Pluto a few weeks ago because hey, they're all on there and they
had Christmas specials too. That's a different category for me, Movie Scores, which I love. Most
good classical being made today is in this category. I have a whole list of those films I love, own
a lot of them. Like King Arthur, which sucks as a film but has a fantastic score. I remember
when The Warcock was one of the Horde's heroes. We were so innocent and trusting then. Next
step is to always label Trump supporters and anyone who disagrees with Joe, as "un-American.
Zhukov: gaping at Malenkov's heavily Brylcreemed hair Jesus Christ. Did Coco Chanel take a
shit on your head? Malenkov: offended and confused No No love for the soundtrack from Thief?
Maybe there's a word that applies other than soundtrack? Because it has a score too. But then
lots of 80s songs blended in. Michael Mann did some real gems in his time. And some gigantic
stinkers. Very appropriate. Why not? By whose standards? Is there even a fucking standard
these days? I've heard that the filmmakers wanted it to be all Black Sabbath and Blue Oyster
Cult but the studio insisted on more commercial artists. Heavy Metal has both! Posted by:
Archer It is, and strangely apropos. Glad you reminded me of it. Watched the first episode and
the blandness almost hurt. And again next month. Jeri Ryan is a smokeshow, but but Jolene
Blalock is something else entirely. Soundtrack of my youth. I despair it'll ever be done, but
what's been missing from the start is a comprehensive and rigorous summary of the
improbabilities and impossibilities in the official election numbers in 3 or 4 key states. The kind
that was the entire reason for Trump's rejection of the results - he didn't do that for fun, or
without some solid basis. I'm certain his team has it, has probably refined it. But nothing is
shared. I expect independent people will put it all together so any marginally intelligent person
can look at the patterns and see there can be no confidence in the official results. I decided to
listen to some music instead. Art Tatum was one helluva piano player. That is all. But MeWe is
allowed to live by the fascist tech lords. How come? Is that teenage retard back? Not mine. Fuck
yeah he was. Been on an Oscar Peterson kick lately Always up for some Horace Silver. Maybe
both on the same day?? Lie to me if you must. Am I doing this right? I've been to the range and
run seven miles today. I'm considering that a good day. I'll let my brain wrap around Biden's
installation later. Posted by: Funkotron Thanks, Just ordered one. Very Tarantino 4. She was
censured by the Wyoming GOP unanimously which carries no penalty other than maybe no
money for reelection. She will fall into some lame think tank job after or is she up this year? And
as a former wrestler Linda Fiorentino. C'mon, fat, we're in a global pandemic of the deadliest
disease since ever. They've already got a perfect reason. I'll check him out. Blade Runner and
Gladiator both had terrific scores too. From Mike Tyson. And then one in the nuts. You saying
he copied Tarrantino? You looking for a fight? Both live and on demand. Tons of stuff with the

Blakey Band Song for My Father being the most well known. Sonny Clarke, too. Leapin and
Lopin' Dial 'S' for Sonny. Elegy is a treat on the ears every time I hear it. Yeah its sort of ironical
at that. What makes metal is in its self a huge discussion though. I cant see whats on later
tonight let alone next Thursday. Posted by: dantese I love the first scene with the horse
mounted drum and bugle corp including timpani. I repeat, the poop is in the pants. WTF
happened to tht state? Jolene Blaylock was the best thing about the show, at least until the last
season. Ya got a problem with six? Twenty years from now the gossip rags will probably be
running stories about how she's going around slathered in green makeup, having creepy
parties with teenagers whose parents "didn't know" as they wait in line for their hush money. I
appear to be late to the party. Rampant fraud, illegality and electoral concern from almost all
their party members. Months worth of cities burning and riots. Yet this is their hill to die on.
Going after Republican voters and blowing the Uniparty corpse. I am so fucking done with these
people. I actually liked the first season and a half or so of "Enterprise. The stories were
interesting and they had some room for creativity by being a prequel. But man, all of that
"temporal cold war" crap and everything associated with it was insufferable and wrecked up the
joint. Worse yet, blames me for changing her passwords when I am doing no such thing. Cannot
do it. Flies into rages, cannot be reasoned with. They made a tax deal for Hollywood, so a lot of
shows film in Atlanta now it's like Vancouver without Tim Horton's and with a smallish
population it wasn't hard to Californicate the place. Speakin' My Piece! I haven't put Roku onto
my new set, but I've already noted a few apps that aren't available in the goolag store I have on
my other devices. Can't off my head remember all of them, but Adult Swim was one. I have
noticed though that Pluto could almost be my stand-alone app and I'd do just fine. There's more
on that one app than I remember on ALL of directv, and that's not an exaggeration. Peacock is
another sadly NBC that's pretty good as far as amount of content, but the problem with them is
if you rewind past a commercial set, you have to watch them all over again. So far not missing
my Amazoid Prime one bit. The patriotism displayed by the current and retired service members
and how this country is not worthy of them today. It's free to all interested Hordians. And I say
that as someone guilty of not paying enough attention myself. It's nuts. Yeah, the early stuff
prior to the "temporal cold war" was also pretty good. George Shearing. Greatest vamp movie of
all time?? Before vampires became metaphors for gays??? Though he'll probably still prefer
that hot supermodel action over in HHS. We never thought we'd have one as soon as now. And
we thought it'd be way into next year, maybe beyond, before we got one. So that's one big
problem that is well on the way to solution that he faces. And look around the world. We've seen
some kind of baby steps, but important ones, toward a new way-" At that point, Hume, whose
mic had been cutting out a bit already, went silent due apparently to some technical difficulty.
And it was in that brief moment of silence that you can hear Chris Wallace faintly in the
background. Now the emails are coming in for Biden. When I unsubscribed, I gave this reason:
Election fraud must never be tolerated. Let's see how fast the Stasi I mean the Democrat's
Re-education Police show up at my door. Flash Gordon - best ever. He once spent a year in
complete silence so that he could better understand the meaning of flatulence. Roughly in , but
that's water under the bridge. Young Jamie Gertz. Also hot in Twister. Shun me if you will but
Patton is not a movie that has aged well. I like Battleship exactly because it's big dumb patriotic
fun. I suspect the critics hated it for the same reason. Until thy tie Chris Wallace to the front of a
semi and drive him into a highway abutment, it's all meaningless. None of the Lost Boys were
members of the gliterratti I dont care WHO directred it. He'd know very little about decency. I
have never once experienced audio sync issues on any service. I haven't received anything yet.
It will be greatly reduced anyway. One of them fancy candle boxes! It was awesome! Maybe
video of his wife doing a Cleveland Steamer with the gardener They probably think that the JFK
"Camelot" was a real thing, not a hip reference to the a then-current musical that didn't age well.
They have been calling us names since at least It hasn't moved the needle in their direction.
Stop caring what they say about you. Robert Loggia as a vampire mob boss was great, and you
got to see Don Rickles literally explode. First, it's forgetful. Then, it's paranoia and rage,
because somebody is causing "forgetful" to happen. My mother at one point threw away ALL of
her records. Including bank and insurance docs, her will, lawyers docs, trusts, all the things. I
had no idea until I found the file cabinet was emptied out. She tried shutting down bank
accounts, which raised a red flag with the state over possible elder abuse. She hallucinated me
going through her drawers at night. All the way up until I fired everybody and moved her into
assisted living. That crap could have paid for her to be there for a year, probably 2. All I can say
is - get ahead of it. My mistake was assuming my mother was still in there somewhere. The
wheels are always turning because they're convinced it's a conspiracy. I will brook no
arguments. Come to think of it, they never put a lot of effort into fluffing Biden before. This will
be new territory for whoreing themselves. Fantastic show. McCoy was incredible and he came

over to our table to visit with the only people in black tie for the gig! Yeah, I'm a Queen junkie so
I have to love it. Actually I do up until about The Miracle album. Then I fell away. Most of those
Blaxploitation movies had good music in it. Early 70s funk before it became disco. He is really
hitting big on his commentary. Too bad he's still on FUX. Queen was kinda gay. Very pretty and
whimsical music. Yeah his show at the Jazz Bakery was phenomenal! They are all reading from
a script. The writers of the Borg Collective just rotate the script between people the "public" is
aware of so the idea has an angle to get attention. How would they transmit these ideas
otherwise? Remember how "they" planted stories in the news and then used the articles as
evidence for their warrants? This is similar. They're all planted stories. The reason I never stop
harping about this is the more you see it, the less the individual quotes will piss you off and
demoralize you. She is my free pass list if anyone can drop a good word. I just bought four of
them. Should have bought eight and saved for later. Their promotions are great deals. The menu
is overpriced. I'd hit it It'd be a good day to keep a low profile in Chappaqua. It is sadly, sadly
over. Posted by: Jen Im betting on token Republican whore who takes a meaningless job in the
'Bipartisan' administration and gets ignored. It will allow her to double dip pensions and make
her future lobbying shingle look better for rubes who dont know better. Posted by: clutch cargo
Not to make light of what you went thru, but you just described Bi Den. It was just him on
camera, saying something to the effect of: "HI, I'm and I'm running for [whichever office it was].
But you don't need to worry about my race, it's just some local office. The only things we're
responsible for are your roads, your parks, your police and fire service, your schools, your
water and sewage, your garbage pickup, what you can build and where you can build it, and the
bus system. But don't worry about me, I'm just some local guy. Early 70s funk before it became
disco Those were great. Now whenever legit concerns are attempted to be addressed like
election reform, voter fraud, influence by foreign states, etc, the Left has their new go-to to just
say "You must be one of those crazy QAnon people" and immediately dismiss them. That will
be the narrative for another generation or more. Posted by: TheJamesMadison, figuring this
whole time thing out with Nolan at January 20, PM I'm no longer sure that's what they're going
for. Matters not to me in any case. That's the problem. All this has happened before, all this will
happen again. And we're not even close to the worst of it yet. Saw Dad at least twice a week. I
could tell when it started. Thankfully, most of his bills were auto pay and I was on both checking
accounts. I guess my epitaph could be "Spared from the troubles to come". Posted by:
Nevergiveup Any number of lefty soibois would line up to do the deed. See only Trump is a
name-caller I have to remind the republicans who voted for Romeny, McCain, and Bush but hate
Trump's style of "name-calling" that the left branded all 3 men racists, homophobes, and
murderers. I mean to compare Trump saying CNN is fake news to calling Romney a racist is
laughable, but that's the world of the LIV who either never knows or forgets. When people
complain about Trump's "style" I tell them as a republican and a conservative I get called much
worse by democrats every single day. I suppose that's possible, I didn't watch it - but I doubt it.
Mulch maybe. He loved Trump. What is the Deal with the Cowbell? Why is the Ace of Spades
called "the Death Card"? Posted by: rickb at January 20, PM shN6a 94 I'd hate to be the poor
slob who deflowers that bitch. Posted by: rhomboid at January 20, PM OTzUX I have to admit
that it was somewhat refreshing to have a press that would criticize and question politicians for
a while there. Posted by: wth at January 20, PM v0R5T Is there any particular reason we need to
be commenting on obvious state-sanctioned propaganda anymore? Posted by: Dr. Posted by:
clutch cargo - processed in a facility that may contain lead at January 20, PM L8ADy The thing
that's become most annoying is Kamala's reinvention as the vaginal equivalent of Jacky the
Jokeman, laughing hysterically at every softball question she's asked and then barely being
able to respond because of the inherit comedy of the universe. Posted by: redbanzai the
Southerner at January 20, PM rW Rose never threw a game or attempted to change the outcome
because of a bet. Posted by: clutch cargo - processed in a facility that may contain lead at
January 20, PM L8ADy And where is that "so it begins" guy, now that it is beginning? Posted
by: MikeM at January 20, PM dMoB0 As for why a girl might be so messed up she has a hard
time eating and vomits a lot, well I leave that up to your imagination. Posted by: It's me donna at
January 20, PM Zmnko imagine being on twitter and not responding to hardwood with pictures
of hunter biden on a crack binge Posted by: Dr. Posted by: sniffybigtoe at January 20, PM xfb67
Biden is the mostest bestest President ever. Posted by: zombie james whistler at January 20,
PM ab0zp "I got "quando" when " Quando does not mean four? Posted by: redridinghood at
January 20, PM NpAcC I'm hoping Xiden almost starts a war with some senile utterance and the
commies are forced to 25th admendment him to smooth things over. Posted by: Bertram Cabot,
Jr. Posted by: Christopher R Taylor at January 20, PM KZzsI I wonder if all the troops were put
up because the commies were afraid of the optics of far lefties peacefully protesting ha
"establishment Biden". Posted by: Denny Crane! Posted by: humphreyrobot at January 20, PM

yTRuK "The number 4 is the first root number in the series of root numbers from that is large
enough to have a series of related compound numbers that you may encounter regularly in your
experience. Posted by: andycanuck at January 20, PM ab0zp 4 makes more sense than Biden
did I'm sure. Posted by: John Harwood at January 20, PM sWM8x if you put one straight finger
next to your nose, from the side, it kinda looks like a 4 4 Posted by: ace at January 20, PM There
will be a pause in posting as all of the Horde go look for a mirror. Posted by: AetiusAD at
January 20, PM lmikk So asshole has already faux executive ordered the end to the wall
construction, rejoins the paris accord, stopping the Keystone pipeline, mandated face masks on
all federal property.. Posted by: Christopher R Taylor at January 20, PM KZzsI I find that the
nauseating absurdity of their excessive overblown plaudits are entirely conducted on purpose
to infuriate us as much as possible. Posted by: Average Loser at January 20, PM 8aO2d Time to
prepare for another calibration to employment: Under Dubya: 1 employerUnder Obama: 6
employers only one change being of my choosing Under Trump: 2 employers the current one
being one of those that I worked for and was laid off from during Obama's reign. Grandfather
Posted by: It's me donna at January 20, PM Zmnko I'm looking forward to my prog BIL having a
meltdown about something that was entirely predictable but he had no clue. Posted by:
Masturbatin' Pete at January 20, PM uRGHO Basically, the people running basketball and the
hall there have zero integrity and only an interest in money and success. Just sayin' Posted by:
kallisto at January 20, PM DJFLF Whether you believe the election was stolen or not it was it will
soon be evident to anyone with a brain and eyes to see that a great fraud has been perpetrated
on the American public by the Democrat party, Big Tech and the billionaires with the willing
help of the media. Posted by: garrett at January 20, PM l4dXA I find that the nauseating
absurdity of their excessive overblown plaudits are entirely conducted on purpose to infuriate
us as much as possible. Posted by: Agent Cooper at January 20, PM Dc5Qe I find that the
nauseating absurdity of their excessive overblown plaudits are entirely conducted on purpose
to infuriate us as much as possible. Posted by: Darrell Harris at January 20, PM 4tiP2 Fox News
is fucked, and I think they now realize that they are fucked and are drawing consolation from
trolling the remaining suckers who watch the network. Posted by: Blago at January 20, PM
gkdnV I find that the nauseating absurdity of their excessive overblown plaudits are entirely
conducted on purpose to infuriate us as much as possible. Posted by: CN at January 20, PM
ONvIw I find that the nauseating absurdity of their excessive overblown plaudits are entirely
conducted on purpose to infuriate us as much as possible. Posted by: WiNO at January 20, PM
EpDzw Can anyone make sense of how the "cognitive elite," so proud of their multiple degrees
from the soi-disant finest universities in the world, and even prouder of their exquisite taste in
all the finer things in life, their high-minded refinement, their supposed keen and piercing
intelligence Posted by: garrett at January 20, PM l4dXA I feel a combination of nausea,
resignation, and dark humor. Posted by: fixerupper at January 20, PM TNhOG They're running
their sucks about Gropey being a "president for all Americans", while the FBI is hounding
hundreds of regular people for the crime of daring to speak up politically - all the way up to
rolling out the armored vehicles and swat teams. Posted by: there are only three star wars films
at January 20, PM EEVQU so I must regretfully pass the baton over to this curry-breath slut
standing next to me. Posted by: there are only three star wars films at January 20, PM EEVQU
Can anyone make sense of how the "cognitive elite," so proud of their multiple degrees from the
soi-disant finest universities in the world, and even prouder of their exquisite taste in all the
finer things in life, their high-minded refinement, their supposed keen and piercing intelligence
Posted by: simplemind at January 20, PM LB2CX are the first to fall headlong into smarmy,
downright cloying sentimentality that would embarrass a High Victorian lady novelist? Posted
by: Cheri at January 20, PM oiNtH And that monument is like Joe Biden standing behind
America, gently rubbing its shoulders, sniffing its hair, telling the country he wishes it was a few
years older Posted by: Jen the original at January 20, PM xgz0h Is this the time we all go
outside, and Video ourselves screaming at the sky? Posted by: OneEyedJack at January 20, PM
z79tQ We need to augment the left's tactics a little - instead of rioting, there should be MAGA
flotillas and car parades every weekend as a show of resistance Why not riot and burn down
Planned Parenthood Clinics to save the black kids? Posted by: lizabth at January 20, PM L3Rsz
Check out the way happy music is suddenly playing in the Big Box stores and supermarkets.
Posted by: Carmenzoid at January 20, PM 9sa5h Has Biden fumbled the nuclear football yet,
and accidentally nuked Ottawa? Posted by: garrett at January 20, PM l4dXA Predicting Just Six
Weeks Of Being President If this actually happens the way we've all said it is going to, you know
the left is gonna be scrambling for a reason that isn't flat dismissed out of hand right? Posted
by: CppThis at January 20, PM zcf1k "And that is what we've hoped for from the beginning, that
there would be a vaccine. Posted by: clutch cargo - processed in a facility that may contain lead
at January 20, PM L8ADy We're talking movie soundtracks? Posted by: Rock Girthpounder at

January 20, PM AnjT7 Extensions of Joe's arms reaching out to embrace us as he shushes our
whimpers and wraps his fingers gently around our necks. Posted by: Deplorable Jay Guevara at
January 20, PM 4eDGJ When one QAnon channel on the chat app Telegram posted a new theory
that suggested Biden himself was "part of the plan," a number of followers shifted into open
rebellion: "This will never happen"; "Just stfu already! Posted by: Puddin Head at January 20,
PM fWryj The reason I never stop harping about this is the more you see it, the less the
individual quotes will piss you off and demoralize you. Posted by: RealityMan at January 20, PM
7NSrk So, if Wallace says he has heard these speeches since Kennedy's "ask not" speech and
this is the best he's ever heard, he is literally saying that Biden's speech was better than
Kennedy's. Page size kb. Powered by Minx 0. MuNuvians MeeNuvians Polls! The StabiliTrack
problem stems from the StabiliTrak electronic stability control system. If these lights appear, it
generally means these important safety features are being disabled. This issue can happen at
any time with any of the GM vehicles. We are currently working on a claim involving a GMC
Canyon where the StabiliTrak light has come on five times within the first 5, mile period. At first,
the dealer said they could not duplicate the StabiliTrak problems, but after much persistence,
they agreed the steering angle sensor was defective and it has been replaced. Unfortunately,
the vehicle is still having problems. Throughout the years, we have successfully resolved
numerous claims involving the StabiliTrak system where clients have received repurchases,
new vehicles or significant monetary compensation. If your StabiliTrak light comes on, you
must get your vehicle back to a General Motors authorized dealer as soon as possible and even
if they claim they cannot duplicate the problem, you want to make sure you receive a repair
invoice confirming the appointment. See the light? You need to fight for your rights. If your
StabiliTrak problems result in repetitive trips to the shop, it is very important that you speak to a
Lemon Law Attorney who can steer you toward recovery. December 6th, at am. I own Pontiac I
been having same problem for couple weeks. I bought it used only had car a year with miles.
January 3rd, at pm. I had an issue where the service Stablitrak, and service traction control
messages kept coming up along with a reduced engine power message. So far they have
replaced the throttle position sensor under the powertrain warranty. Hopefully this remedies my
problem. January 7th, at am. I have a Silverado and this is plaguing me as well. However i just
got the truck back from the shop from it getting a New camshaft installed as mine original had a
chip in one of the lobes and a crack!!! Two weeks after that my battery died. Not covered under
warrenty i had to buy a new one. Then litterally 2 weeks laterâ€¦ Stability control failure causing
instant lose of power on the freeway. Which was not a fun moment as i almost got nailed 3
times getting to the side of the road. Mind you this is a 1 year old truck! January 31st, at pm. I
owned a Silverado that had this problem starting around 10 months after owning it. After
several trips to the dealer a steering wheel sensor was replaced and that took care of the
problem. After researching online I see several complaints with several possible causes all
requiring multiple trips to the dealer to find out. I purchased a 90k mile warranty with this truck
so I know it will be fixed but the inconvenience of having to deal with it convinces me to never
purchase another Chevy. February 1st, at pm. Vince: If you were in three or more times, I would
certainly look at your lemon law rights even if your car is now fixed. February 21st, at am. We
owned a gmc Terrain with same issues. Was at dealer 3 times in a month. We got talked on to
trading it in for a used Chevy equuinox that was certified- well the minute we drove it home
engine light came on. Was back at dealer for 2 days then my husband drives it back on and light
is on again and vehicle is shaking. At this point I want nothing to do with either car but would
rather just have Terrain back since I have already paid so much into it. March 11th, at pm. March
26th, at pm. I just purchased a Chevy Express conversion van, it was done by Explorer Vans,
well at miles the service stabilitrak came on display and yellow light came on, when I took it too
dealer 10 pages of error codes showed up on computer, It had said 6 previous instances the
stabilitrak had errors. I worried actually. April 8th, at am. Not sure what to do. Guess a trip to the
dealer is necessary. June 7th, at pm. I had a GMC Sierra that experienced, and was back at the
dealership, 6 times unfortuately over a year after i bought it. The dealership said that they even
had a GMC rep in to check the vehicle, but could not duplicate the problem. Needless to say, I
called the service and sales managers to see what they can do for me. June 17th, at pm.
William: I think I can help. June 19th, at pm. I own a and silverado crew cab. The stabilitrak and
traction control lights come on and service lights for both come on at random. The usually
common before I reach 20 mph, and is random. I have stopped turned the ignition off for a few
minutes, and restarted and it goes away. Days later its back. Still not resolved. June 28th, at am.
My new car which I only had for 3-days was at the dealership for 2-weeks. I had the same
problem with a previous vehicle. I intend to take the vehicle in for warranty service every time
that the warning flashes. Does it take someone to be killed in a mishap where the system is truly
non-functional to get attention? August 19th, at pm. I have recently purchased a used Chevy

Suburban with Autoride. While driving on the expressway at a speed of 66mph, the vehicle
decided it was going to stop. The front left brake came on then the right brake came on. This
alternated back and forth until I was able to get pulled off onto the shoulder. The tires as the
brakes were deploying were screaching. A warning came on saying that I needed my Stability
Serviced. This just cannot continue to happen. How is this system considered a safety feature
when it could have gotten me killed? Anybody else have this happen and if so, what did you
andnGM do to fix it? August 27th, at am. About a week ago it started shaking and acted like it
was stalling at about mph. I called the dealer and just so convenient for the factory warranty to
have just ran out. We took it to our trusted mechanic and had the fuel filter changed and he ran
a check and it said problems with stabilitrak. Im scared to put our young children in the car.
September 16th, at am. I bought a Silverado Z71 2 weeks ago. This light came on at miles and
went out. There are also two lights that stay on wavy skid mark and another. Gm quality has
gone down hill in my eyes. This is the third time at dealer as I just left service bay on Friday Sep
13 Truck had miles on it when i bought it and door lock switch did not work. I had to wait until i
got back from a mile trip to take it in. Walked service rep out to vent about their poor service
and let them finish yhe work they started. September 16th, at pm. Dealership said they had a
bulletin out about loose wires, but to address tgey woukd have to basically pull dash.. Said it
could be loose wire but tgere check was fine, said they could put a brake positiining sensor on
it if I wanted, but if it comes on again they would have to tear into dash. Not what I want to hear
on a week and a half old truck. September 23rd, at pm. I took it back,,they replaced the steering
wheel angle sensor and some wire harness adapter. Well last thursday and friday it was in the
shop, they were getting same codes from the 1st instance, and tried to fix it and couldnt,,they
had the GM Tech support involved, and said they did everything they told them too do, now the
want it again tomorrow and want to re run wires , so im alittle scared,,this is a pimped out
explorer conversion van,,brand new,,I just hit miles,,ugh. September 24th, at am. September
24th, at pm. Back again. They said they fixed it. Relearned computer but could not replicate.
Drove it Monday and it came back on. Said prev. Dealer missed a bulletin to fix brake position
sensor. Truck had miles. Truck has miles or so. Bill L: Sorry to see you going through all this.
September 25th, at pm. After 45 min visit, now told I need to come back as they had to order
parts. Left work early 5 Times now over a brand new Z Next will be 6 visits. September 26th, at
pm. I have a Buick Lucerne and the Stabilitrak light has come on 8 times so far. I can be driving
down a level road with the cruise control on and going 70mph and for some reason the
stabilitrak light comes on and then the cruise control goes off. I have been to the dealer 3 times
for this problem. They repositioned some of the wires in the steering wheel sensor but that did
not fix the problem. I can reset the cruise control and the problem might occur 1 hour later.
October 1st, at am. Bill: You have been tremendously patient! October 1st, at pm. I called them
yesterday as i had never recieved a follow up from last Wed. That part was in. If not call yhem
back?? I have a case number and all the sudden initial dealership called to see how their
service was. They are placing a new bps and well see what happens. With two techs driving
truck with code reader plugged in while driving and lights came on right after replacing bps
brake positioning sensor. As stated earlier. Not much confidence. October 28th, at pm. My
Chevy Avalanche began having the same Stabilitrak issues 3 weeks ago. GM dealership in Red
Deer found a code despite battery cable removed which should have made the code disappear.
They cleaned throttle body which allowed me to make miles before happening again. This
morning the vehicle had the same issue 5 times in miles. She responded that anyone can place
stuff on the internet that may not be trueâ€¦. I am here to tell you it freakin is. Unit has less than
80, kms and has been good until now. Still way less issues than my Cadillac STS. November
16th, at am. My Sierra stabilitrak light came on today 1st time , i put miles on it since i bought it,
now at miles. November 18th, at pm. Well I have alittle over 5, miles with my first oil change on
my Silverado ,, after all the issues posted above the lights never have come back on since last
dealer visit. November 20th, at pm. They will low ball you and have you sign a release which
would literally obliterate your rights. Contact a lawyer before doing anything. November 21st, at
pm. GM replaced throttle body under warranty. Fingers crossed. We will see. December 3rd, at
am. My son has a GMC Sierra. All the above you describe have been happening lately to him
and they can not find the problem. The computer resets after sitting off for a hour and it runs
great for about 4 days. No one can find the problem. December 6th, at pm. Not a happy camper
as I see my future sitting at a dealership!!!!! Around miles now with no repeated issues arising. I
replaced the cable and it stopped after hearing scratchy sounds in the speakers as cable went
bad? Its hard to say,, but they wont be much help in trying to identify it-. December 9th, at pm. I
have a Chevy equinox with 50, miles. The Stabilitrack light comes one, I loose engine power it
even states on my system that power reduction if I stop it will shake. If I turn it off and back on
the light will go away and just randomly while driving come back on. Stopped by the shop as my

engine light is on, they pulled the code and say it is the throttle body. December 16th, at pm. I
have a Chevy Equinox with 83K miles on it. Low nad behold, over the warranty and just
purchased it less than a year ago. My Stabilitrak light comes on, along with the malfunction light
and I get power rudction also. Funny thing is, my husband bought a Silverado and in 2 months
his did exactly the same thing a year ago. His was covered under warranty and the dealership
stated it was a CO2 sensor. The engine power reduction is so dangerous when your driving
down the interstate. Liability for GMAC waiting to happen. Sounds like several different things
can cause this same reaction out of the vehicle. December 21st, at pm. December 22nd, at am. I
own a Pontiac Torrent which I purchased new, the stabilitrac light would come on and go off at
random since the first week of ownership. The dealerships service dept. The vehicle is going
back to the dealership. I have read many comments from people who have spent large amounts
of money to resolve this problem to no avail. December 23rd, at pm. I have a GMC Acadia with k
miles. Many times randomly on the highway and local driving the stabilitrack light comes one, I
loose engine power warning message and beeps rough idle. Very dangerous when on the
highway with kids in the back. I have to pull over, stop the suv, I have about 45 seconds to do
this. If I turn it off and back on the suv the light will go away temporarily before coming back on
randomly. I also stopped by the shop as my engine light is on. Very dangerousâ€¦. December
31st, at pm. I am having the same issue with my Buick Enclave. I have all the service invoices.
This morning I was going about 60mph and seconds to get to the shoulder when the engine
powered down. Can someone get me in touch with an attorney? I am so done with this car!
January 7th, at pm. I bought it 1. I like the look of the truck but come onâ€¦ Let me know if I have
any recourse, outside of just trading it in for a Tacoma. After replacing the throttle body on my
GMC Acadia the issue was solved. No more stabilitrak warning messages, No more engine
reducing power at highway speed messages, No more pulling over at high speeds to shut the
suv off and restart to temporarily reset the issue. Very dangerous as I stated. Its been 18 days
now. Looks simple enough to replace yourself. January 8th, at am. I am having this same issue.
I have a LTZ Silverado with ,k miles on it. I drive this truck every day for work but went on
vacation over the holiday and when I got back the problem started. The check engine light was
also on and the engine was running rough. I shut the engine off and pulled the manual out
which told me to wait 15 seconds and restart the vehicle, which I did. Everything seemed fine
for a day or so. The problem occured again and is very random. It happened to me 8 times in a
span of 15 miles this morning on my way to work. I thought I would do some searching first
before I take it to a dealership. Form the sensus above, it seems that the throttle body is the
most common fix for this problem?? I am in the truck now as I am typing this and have shut the
traction control off and have been idling with no issues for an hour now but I am sure it will
happen again. If you all could tell me what the common fix has been on this issue would greatly
be appreciated before I spend a boat load of money with no fix. Thank you in advance. January
9th, at pm. It also happen while driving, usually during coasting situations while going down
hills. Why the loss of power??? January 11th, at am. Had around miles on the truck when the
service stab system light came on. The message came on that morning andwent off that
evening. At around miles the light came on, on the way to work, but this time it had a reduced
power message along with it. This put my truck in what they call limp mode which is very
violent when this happens. I had to disconnect the battery cables to clear the fault so I could get
it to the dealership. Take in mind this is a new vehicle and I am now having to take off work to
take it to the dealership. Got it to the dealership and they could not find anything wrong with it?
They sent me home in a truck that was obviously going to break down? I was not happy but I
had to get to work. That same evening the message came back along with the reduced engine
power message. The truck again went into limp mode and started violently shaking and running
rough. Took it to the dealership and they said it was a bare wire that had faulted? Take in mind
this is now my second time to the dealership and I am taking more time off work for a new
vehicle? The truck now has miles on and the service stab system light is back on. The light
came on, on the way to work and went off on the way home. The truck is currently at the
dealership and I am waiting on what they are going to blame it on now? This is the third time it
has been to the dealership and the third time i have had to take time off work for a new truck?
The dealership acts as if though they have never heard of this problem and it is normal that a
brand new truck should be in the shop? January 11th, at pm. Even though it was not under
warranty, they still gave me a car to drive. They really took care of me. They replaces something
having to do with the Throttle Body. It was all good until last night when the samething
happened again. I really think this is a problem that GM needs to focus on. The dealership told
me to keep my paperwork on the repair just incase of a recall and I can get reimburst. I almost
went to another make of vehicle for this problem but I a very loyal to GM but if this is not
resolved soon I might not be anymore. January 13th, at am. They did disconnect my Remote

Starter and told me where it was connnected was wrong. If I do, I will post it on this message
board. January 14th, at pm. Same thimg here with my sierra ssr, had a problem at 90,mi took it it
they said the slipyok was bad,regreased it. Now that ive hit ,mi my engine is running very rough
with the servive stabilitrak,service traction control lights coming onâ€¦anyone have any advice
on what i should do about this? January 15th, at pm. I have a Chevy Silverado Z71 that the
stabili trak and brake light come on everytime i drive the truck and it is below 55 degrees. I have
asked the dealer about service bulletins and they said none exist and Chevy has never heard of
this problem. The dealer I bought the truck from just shrugs me off so I have an appointment
this Friday at another dealer in town. I have over 15 videos of this happening and numerous
picturs where they can see the outside temp, miles on the truck and that the truck is running
and moving. The truck just tripped 10, miles this morning and this has been going on for over 4
months and about miles. I love the truck but not very happy with Chevys service. If the other
dealer gets the problem resolved I will let everyone know what they found. January 21st, at pm. I
have a gmc Sierra recently i had a headlight burn out, so i replaced it, after i replaced the bulb
both blinkers started to blink fast as if i need to change bulbs. Ive checked, all lights are
functioning. Then today im at lunch sitting in park listening to the radio and all of a sudden my
truck starts vibrating and shaking like im driving a tractor or something. Turn off the truck and
turn it back on it stop until i get to another parking spot at my office and it starts again. I has
been off for about 3 hours now, going to leave work soon to see if it will start. This really pisses
me off. I think i am done with GM! And i just went out of warranty how damn wonderful! January
22nd, at am. My Sierra, 4. Temp was C so I figured it was just a cold weather thing. Stopped for
30 min for coffee, and started it up, no lights, no problem. Drove home from work, no problems
C. Same thing happened today C again. Have not noticed any engine reduction as I am only
doing city driving. I traded a Silverado with 4. Never had a problem with the Silverado, just
needed more cabin space, and a bit more power. I may regret that choice. I had this issues 2
times occur in one year. January 22nd, at pm. January 24th, at pm. January 25th, at am. It just
started happening to me in the last month or so on a chev express cargo van. I also thought
was just a cold weather problem as that is when it always seemed to happen. January 25th, at
pm. January 27th, at am. To make a long story a little shorter, I am some what a little
mechanically inclined and know how a throttle body works. Knowing that a throttle body has a
butterfly valve in it that opens wider and wider the more you press the gas, I decided to rev the
engine up quit a few times to work the butterfly open and closes thinking maybe it was sticking
which would trigger the TPS to trip. I did not just hold the gas pedal down but instead just
revved the engine up roughly about 10 times. Do not do this until the engine is warmed up and
has sufficient oil in the top of the engine as it could cause engine damage!! I have not had an
issue since with my truck. Please let me know if this works for you as I really would like to keep
track of this not only to save people money but to keep them safe. Just to add to my last post:
One these newer vehicles, the gas pedal is linked to the throttle body by wire, not by a cable like
older vehicles. Boy I miss the simple old cars When you press the gas pedal and the butterfly in
the throttle body is not opening to the position it is programmed to open to, it trips the TPS.
This is designed to happen to protect your engine from whatever?. All the posts that I have read
about this problem has been posted during winter months. Which leads me to beleive that the
butterfly is freezing and causes it to stick. While reading these posts I was trying to come up
with a common denominator and that was one of the things I found. The other thing was that it
was random and once reset by shutting off the car for a couple minutes it cleared up. So I
figured that it must not be a permanent problem and the TPS would work again fine after the
reset. Toyota may seem to have a lot of recalls but at least they back their product up and take
car of their customers. Just disappeared. Just back from dealer they replaced the throttle
positioning sensor free of charge on km van. This is at a canadian dealership but I hope it helps
all. January 27th, at pm. I have avalanche with mile on it and its giving me trouble with stablink
light was at the dealer twice no idea so I am going to replace throttle body my self and send bill
to GM from attorney thans. January 28th, at pm. Chris Major. My 09 Sierra has done it six times
in the past week. It has been C here for awhile now. I think it is a cold weather problem. On your
statement, does it give a refrence to a Special inspection, or maintenanvce order? I only have
65, KM, has only happened since it got cold out. It is an extended warranty, free repair up to 10
years from date vehicle entered service, regardless of ownership. You are supposed to get a
letter in the mail, but just take this info in, and get it done! January 29th, at am. February 6th, at
am. Just to let everyone know there is a problem on several of the GMC cars including the
Terrain and Equinox. The PVC system freezes and the rear oil seal will blow. I blew the engine
on my two year old Terrain and 5 days the rear oil seal. We have pictures of the papers he
showed us documenting the problem. We were told to get rid of the car, before the warranty is
up and that the PVC system is a terrible design. There are NO recalls as of yet. February 10th, at

pm. I have a GMC Sierra just started to experience these same issues. But I have also noticed
that after driving awhile I get steam rolling out from the grille as if overheating. Anyone
experience this? And is this also tied to the throttle body sensor issue? February 14th, at pm.
This would be the second time for me. I am going to take this to a independent mechanic to get
a second opinion. February 15th, at am. I have issues with my new silverado hd. When on any
wet or snow covered surface truck is just digging in and moving sideways. February 19th, at
pm. I have Acadia, service stabilitrak light has been coming in the engine is cutting out. We
have k on the vehicle so no warranty. Anyway we went to an independent mechanic and they
thought we should change the spark plugs and we had a coil out. They replaced all of this
today. Light still coming on and the car is running like junk. I just paid it off and was hoping to
drive it a while! The mechanic recommended we get rid of the car! February 20th, at pm. I have a
silverado with 86 km. Also with this, my engine has some shake like a tractor motor! I just saw
there is a recall on what it sounds to be my problem. February 26th, at pm. To update my
stabilitrac message. I took my GMC Acadia to a dealer and they replaced a High pressure fuel
pump and some other gizmos for Dealer gave me a new Acadia to use for the week. Car does
run fine but power stearing sounds funny. February 28th, at am. ChrisMayor Which dealer did
you go to? March 23rd, at pm. I have a SRX which only has 17, miles. I do not drive it a lot
however yesterday I drove my SRX instead of my other car and when I got to the stop light I felt
a vibration like the entire truck was shaking and the StabiliTrak light came on so I turned around
and headed back home. This has never happen before. I immediately contacted by service
manager at the car dealer where I purchased and explained what had just happened. He asked
me did my engine light come on as well but I told him I was not sure because I was a little
nervous of this happending. Does anyone know whether or not there have been any recalls from
GM regarding this StabiliTrak error? I have search the website and there are all kinds of
complaints regarding this but I do not see any recalls from GM regarding the StabiliTrak. March
27th, at am. There are no other codes associated with the ABS or Stabilitrak system yet they are
on constantly. March 29th, at am. April 1st, at am. I have a Chevrolet Equinox. During our heavy
snowseason when driving through heavy snow my Stabilitrak lights were on. Also, yesterday i
drove miles and was driving through road with alot of hills. Again, my stabilitrak light came
on?? What is going on?? GM needs to take care of this. April 2nd, at pm. I forced them to
change my brake pedal switch after having this crap all winter. No problems in past week so far.
April 15th, at pm. I thought i had one because they told me my payment was went to sign the
papers and it was and he mumbled something about the warranty. May 4th, at am. I have a
Chevy Equinox that had power loss and stabilitrack light engine come on at miles. Being a
recent widow and living in a very rural area I wanted a new dependable car. The car was in two
dealerships for three weeks. Mechanics said they could find nothing wrong. Now have the car
back and yesterday, light came on again at less than miles, in 70 degree weather. Wish I had my
old one back. Too bad the dealerships cant just acknowledge the problem and tell you about it
instead of dancing around the problem. Shame on them. May 5th, at pm. Cindy: First and
foremost, I am sorry for your loss. I would certainly take the time to speak to a Lemon Law firm
in your area. May 16th, at am. I just purchased a Chevy cruze a few weeks ago and have had the
Service Stabilitrak and Service traction Control errors popping up. It feels like the entire car
goes without power, including the power steering, for a few seconds then resumes. This was
happening several times in a 15 mile trip to and from work. I am concerned with this being an
ongoing problem. Fortunately, the car is under warranty, but after reading all the above
comments, it sounds like GM needs to make some changes. I have had a Pontiac Grand Prix,
which is years old now and had issues. May 16th, at pm. Vicki: The next step would be to
examine your lemon law rights. May 18th, at am. I just bought a GMC Yukon Xl and my stablitrac
light and engine light will come off and on and sometimes it will stay sometimes it will go away
and drive perfect. It has , miles on it I just made my first payment, it has no warranty and we just
cleaned the throttle body, new plugs, new wires, new air filter It will sometime blow out a huge
cloud of white smoke and the shop wants to charge me to find out what is wrong with it. What
can I do. How much money needs to be put out before it can be considered a lemon law??
Please help. May 20th, at pm. My husband and I bought a used Chevrolet Equinox from a small
local dealer in our town. It has about 80, miles. The first couple of days everything ran smooth.
After about a week we started noticing the car would jerk back and forth when driving miles per
hour and it jerked really bad going up the ramp on the highway. We brought this issue to the
owners of the dealership and they asked us to take it to their mechanic so he can work on it.
The mechanic said he replaced a spark plug and is ready for pickup. For about 2 days it was all
good then our frustration is worse. Someone please help. I dont know what to do anymore? May
22nd, at am. Moni: Sadly, unless you bought the car at a GM dealer or it has the remainder of
the GM powertrain warranty and you are going back to the GM shop for repairs, this is out of

our realm. May 23rd, at am. May 27th, at pm. I have an 09 Avalanche and on my way home today
the stabilization control, traction control and reduce engine speed light all came on. Just about
got me into a car crash when the engine reduced speed. I limped home and luckily I had a
service appointment scheduled for Thurs. This is the first time it has happened. Not cold out as
in some of the other posts so not sure what happened. Hopefully GM will kindly help me. I will
let you know what they say once I get it in and have them check it. I called GM customer
assistance and asked about any recalls due to the trifecta we are all experiencing stabilizer
light, traction light and engine light. I provided my VIN and they advised that there were no
recalls on my vehicle. Luckily I am still within the parameter, I will let my service advisor know
on Thurs. However, the caveat is that they diagnose this as the problem. I will let you all know
after Thurs. I kept the chat since it appears there are others have reoccurring issues, I will
document my attempts at resolving the issue right from the get go. Thanks to those that have
posted previously, it was helpful! May 29th, at pm. We purchased a Buick Enclave brand new.
We have had nothing but problems with it â€” one thing after the next. After less than 60, miles
our entire family was stranded in Pittsburgh for over a week on a trip home from Buffalo to
Charlotte, NC because the transmission gave out on the highway. We lost complete power and
we were lucky that our family was not killed on the highway had my husband not reacted so
well. The car had to stay in PA for over a month while they supposedly replaced the
transmission. It took me over a month but they agreed to fix it. Now, six months later, I am
having yet more problemsâ€¦. ABS light, stabilitrak lights are on and the car is bucking and
losing power when idling. I have had it with car!!!! I am hoping that this fixes my problem
permanently and that my posts help the next person, I know your posts helped me. May 30th, at
pm. So I picked up my truck at 1pm all fixed and drove it to work not 5km away. When I started it
up after workâ€¦bam! The Stabilization Control, traction control and engine light came on again.
Back to GM and waiting for their new diagnosisâ€¦visit 2. May 31st, at pm. So they replaced the
acceleration sensor this time and so far so good, no lights. People know that GM knows this is a
problem there are service bulletins out regarding these problems, those of you that have paid to
have the throttle body sensor replaced â€” call GM and have your money refunded it is on an
extended warranty. I plan on calling them each time this problem occurs and I encourage all of
you to as well. Thanks to John and Dave my problem is fixed for now. Good luck to all of you.
June 12th, at pm. We own a Acadia It is the biggest pile of junk we have ever owned, with less
than miles the stabillitrack light randomly comes on, the plastic on the seats is falling apart, the
AC system has a leak somewhere and needed to be recharged, doors lock randomly. The dealer
tried twice fix the stabillitrack but all we get is lip service and a warning light that still comes on.
GM never again. June 22nd, at am. My stabilitrack light has been coming on randomly while
idling at a light or while driving at traffic speeds mph. When it occurs the vehicles shifts hard
and the light goes off once i pick up speed. Ill take it to dealership Friday to see what bs they try
to tell me. Clearly theres an issue with all their vehicles that they have no fix for or doing
nothing about it to try and address. June 29th, at pm. I have a cadillac escalade esv and i am
getting all the same lights. It is very dangerous to drive being that it just stalls out in traffic. July
6th, at am. My Chevy Equinox with , miles started showing the Stabili Trak message yesterday.
July 8th, at pm. I purchased a Chevy Cruze in December. After reading the previous comments I
sincerely hope this does not become a long term headache. Appointment is scheduled. July
10th, at pm. I have a Silverado Z71 with 20, miles. The vehicle never felt different when these
lights came on. The dealer called today and stated that the motor was getting too much oil and
they were replacing the pistons because of it. This is the second issue I have had with it as they
already replaced a throttle sensor around 10, miles. I am fortunate to still have a warranty and
now I know why GM now offers a 7 year extended warranty plan at the time of purchase. I was
smart enough to buy the 7 year , mile powertrain coverage. July 16th, at am. I have a Chev
Captiva. I brought my vehicle in over a year ago, when it was still on warranty, because the
service stabilitrak, service traction control lights come on intermittently and because the car
would sometimes not move when I stepped on the gas and then would jump forward. I brought
it in and they said it is the brake switch â€” I have no problem with the brakes. July 26th, at am.
Yesterday, July 25,, the stabili trak light came on with a picture of a wrench and a car skidding. I
have 25, miles on a Terrain. Took it in to the dealer this morning. I was told that the ignition coil
needed replacing. This is to solve the problem. Prayerfully so! After reading all these problems,
I am almost afraid to drive my car. July 28th, at pm. Very dangerous since no one can tell when I
am slowing down. August 6th, at pm. I have a Pontiac torrent, and the same issue service
stabilitrack, Enigne power reduced etc came on about 3 months ago Took it to the dealer I
purchased he car from no longer a pontiac, but now a Cadillac Dealer they changed the body
Throttle and the sensors, To make a story short, i have had to take the car back to the dealer 6
times!! It seems that whatever they do to the car only last a 2 or 3 weeks, whan the light comes

on again. I ma tired to taking this car back to the dealer! I have all the receipts and works orders
they have done on my hand. I just want the damm thing fixed once and for all! Do i qualify for
lemon law? August 7th, at pm. August 15th, at am. I just bought my Chevy LTZ two days ago
and on the way to work yesterday my TCS button lit up and an engine power reducing warning
came up on my dash. Tow truck hauled it to closest dealer while I went on to work. Just sucks
to by a brand new truck and it tear up two days later. Thinking they need to give me another one
just like it. August 18th, at pm. Shut the engine off this morning with all normal. Cranked the
engine up in the afternoon, Stabilitrak light came on. Check engine light also. Power remained
normal. Drove home 38 miles. No problems. Turned the engine off and went inside. Went back
out 25 minutes later and cranked the engine. No errors or issues. Who knows. Chevy man all my
life. Owned 5 Silverados in the past 12 years. August 21st, at pm. August 29th, at pm. Initially
brought into dealer in Feb stabilitrak and loud front end noise. Extended warranty. Needed new
left wheel bearing. Stabilitrak came back on of course, we all know the story. Black box put in
the check the codes.. Tech comes out and runs diagnostics. They have put over a thousand
miles on my truck, now over k out of warranty, and the dealership said well there is nothing we
can do the highest up said so.. August 30th, at pm. I own a cadilac sex on August 30, at pm just
about to put it in drive to go to work and it slow up then the lights came on for the stabilitrack
came on the dash board to service. But two or three days ago I tried to put in drive and the light
that show up on the D for drive did not light up, I had to put it back into park and try it again,
this is the most inconvenient thing that could happen right before my son birthday that I planed
to through a party for tomorrow! I want to scream! August 31st, at pm. A recall should in the
process. September 8th, at am. I put approx 20K miles on it, at 58K presently. Within the 1st
week I had it, the right front light had to be replaced. This was done under warranty. At about
49K, the left light went out, but I was sure I was informed the warranty ran thru 75K, so took it in
when it just rolled over 50K. I about fainted. Among the items serviced wad the throttle, which I
had never had serviced on any of my cars previously. Within a few weeks of that service the
Stabilitrak service light came on. I immediately called the dealership, who informed me I of
course needed to come in. I called my road service, but when they arrived, I got the car to start,
so nothing was done. The car drove fine for about a week, and the Stabilitrak light problem
surfaced again, and went off again. But I took it to my repair shop for the Stabilitrak light
checkup. The light problem was not resolved however, as it continued to come on
inconsistently, then went off. I thought it was fixed, but evidently not. A few days after, I took it
to a local wash, and when I tried to start it, it was dead as a doornail. My shop said the
computers needed to be checked again. I had this done, and when I picked it up the next
morning, when I drove it, the Stabilitrak light came back on again. I drove it it was driving fine to
the dealership, who had to keep the car to diagnose the problem, which would take some time.
When I drove it off the lot, it started pouring rain. I went and got it, brought it to the Nissan
dealer new car Nissan product. They took it in trade, knowing the problems I had experienced.
So much for my dream carâ€¦I was not unhappy to see it go. I lost a great deal on that car.
September 10th, at pm. I have 2 Express vans with stabilitrac problems. Told me in was in their
computer. I have 5 GM vehicles, getting ready to change. September 15th, at pm. Stabilitrak
came on 2 months out of warranty, but still in mileage warranty. Problem was 3 lifter. Now 10
months later still inside the 12 mos, 12, mile warranty, changed oil at , miles with Mobil One as
always, there was metal filings on oil plug magnetic tip. Two days later stabilitrak light comes
back on. Im assuming it is an internal engine problem again. I bought this truck new, have had it
to the dealer 20 times for drivetrain and transmission issues. Not my first Chevy, but definitely
the one that has given me the most headaches. My prior Silverado with the 4. No other issues.
September 22nd, at pm. I have a chevy equinox LT AWD â€” started having issues originally just
stabilitrak off, service stabilitrak. Once got both stabilitrak and traction control error message. It
is not a consistent problem. If I drive the vehicle ten times I will get the error 5 out of 10
timesâ€¦. I have had this vehicle at the repair shop about 8 times in the last two months. Very
frustrated! My wife and I have a buick enclave. Bought it used in Have had numerous problems.
Now that our warranty has expired earlier this year we have been having more problems. Car
barely makes turn into the parking lot. What do I need to do. This is just ridiculous. Been back
and for to the dealer to many times before the warranty expired. At least 6 to 8 times. September
27th, at pm. I leased a Buick Enclave with all the bells and whistles in Oct if Almost 2 months
after getting the car my mom was driving it with my 2 youngest and while at a stoplight, when
the light turned green she went to accelerate and the car lost power. Then a few months later
while driving I could feel the car getting stuck in gear and then when it would finally shift the
whole car would jerk. When I attempted to shift the car in to drive the vehicle lost power and
would not start up again. Athe first the dealership took apart the transmission thinking that was
the problem. Not noebeoken. Just totally not there. The cap was replaced and I thought the

problem was solved. The Wednesday, while sitting in idle in the same spot for 20min, I went to
shift in to drive, again the car lost power and everything went black. After about 5 tries I was
able to restart the car. Does this qualify for the Lemon. September 30th, at pm. Took to dealer
said cannot duplicate customers request. Also battery leaking acid. Noelani: It very well may.
Just had to pay bucks at a auto shop warranty expired to replace the throttle body. This is all
within a 2 year period. See comments above. October 17th, at pm. I have a Chevy Equinox with k
on it. After a few weeks of buying it started making loud noise when turned on. I had previously
took to dealership foe oil change BC it had been over miles which they refused BC they said the
oil life was not low enough. After the noise started it then started loosing power and stalling. I
took it in and they said it was almost out of oil and they replaced a gasket. A couple months
later it started doing it again and was no longer under warranty, I also got a flat tire that I had to
change. After that it also showed the stability track needs serviced, ABS off and all wheel drive
off lights. Took it in to Chevy dealer who said it was a sensor. They also told me alot of other
little things were wrong and wanted to charge me a ton of money and I refused knowing that
some of the things were fine. Took it to a small local repair shop where he changed the wheel
bearing and said it was an exhaust leak. Had it fixed for Now less then year later loud noise
again and battery dead. Bought new battery took to dealer and my manifold was completely
spilt in two. And again got flat tire and same three lights are now on. It also has been burning oil
like crazy having to add oil about every weeks if not more often. I recently received a letter from
GM stating that the models have been burning oil to where it is empty at miles. And thinking the
lights have to do with the different size tires when had to use spire tire. October 30th, at am. On
Oct. The vehicle shut down and I had to have it towed to a mechanic. The mechanic got this
code PC and told me that it was a computer glitch and it was nothing that he could do. He felt
that I should not spend a lot of money trying to fix this car because it is a computer glitch. It
was running good at the time so I drove the car and on Oct. I called GMC corporate office and
they had it towed to one of their dealership for their mechanic to look at. I picked my car up
around 5 pm on yesterday. This morning my car is back at the dealership because the check
engine light is back on. November 10th, at pm. My truck started doing this constantly â€¦ since it
got cold â€¦ need to have system working â€¦ scary if something was to lock up when driving
â€¦. November 17th, at pm. I bought a Chevy Cruze recently with 50k miles right now. I also
noticed that the power steering shuts off for couple of second while driving. I have to wait about
min to turn the power on. They said they have to spend more time and I have to leave the car for
couple of days. November 25th, at pm. It has been to the dealer four times and am told it works
as intended by GM for that truck that year. They furnished me printed test results indicating that
it works. But it does nothing when driving down the road with my small RV hooked behind. But
even after contacting GM Tech people they simply refer me back to the dealer who keeps saying
it works just fine. I have tried about every resource I can think of to get this dealer to correct
this. I am told that this can be programed to work. I think he is afraid of GM. Now that the
weather has turned cold, I have a new problem and that is the constant flashing of cluster
warnings about the Traction Control and StabiliTrak need service. But the truck continues to
operate OK. Shut off the truck and the problem is gone but reappears again and again. I will not
take it back to the purchasing dealer but to another. I need to have both problems corrected.
November 28th, at am. I bought a chevy cruise and the service stabilitrak is on the led screen
and its over miles so bumper to bumper is over and dealer says this is not part of the drive train
which is bull so i may have to pay for it. November 29th, at pm. My fiance and I bought a chevy
cruze from a dealership in may. Lately we have been experiencing flashing radio, stabili track,
abs and power steering. The first time we told the dealerahip, he brushed it off and said if it
happens again call us. Well it happened again. Our apt is thursday so hoping for good results.
December 2nd, at pm. December 16th, at am. December 17th, at pm. Cindy: If you trade it, you
will lose money. If the stabilitrak problem is continuing, you may be entitled to recourse under
State or Federal laws. Keep track of your repair invoices and when you are in repeated times for
the issue, it is time to consult a lawyer. December 19th, at am. December 28th, at pm. December
29th, at am. I have a Chevy Cruze LT where the engine and traction control light came on
resulting in the car going into limp mode. Re-starting the car temporarily resolved the problem.
At the dealer they said the throttle body needed to be replaced but was not covered under the
power train warranty. I have to say that I am very disappointed in GM. January 1st, at pm. I
purchased a brand new chevy malibu in May of and it is now January 1st and my car of miles
left me stranded for about 10 mins on the side of the road. The check engine light and service
stabilitrak notice came and the car was not accelerating. It stopped, but the engine was still
running. I then turned the car off for a few and tried to start driving in 10 mins and was able to
do so, but the light and notice still came and the car was sputtering down the road. I am taking it
to the dealership tomorrow due to me working night shift. This is a brand new car and I do not

see why this is happening. I will keep track of everything that happens and the invoices when I
take the car in. January 3rd, at am. I have a Chevy Cruz. I got the stability track engine power
reduced warning last winter while sitting in the car with the heater turned on and the car idling
for a long time. I had to turn the engine off wait for a bit and then turn it back on to get it to
work. It happens at least five more times during the winter but never had a problem since. When
this winter rolled around it started doing it again. For the past month I have not been able to
drive my car without it happening at least once or twice. It happens as soon as I take off I
assume it has to do with the car being cold or something. January 4th, at pm. What can I do?
January 6th, at pm. It had plenty of power but would not start. Had it towed backâ€¦was told they
replaced several wires? Picked it up and drove home and it died 6miles inâ€¦traction control off,
service stabilitrac and reduced engine power warnings then immediately lost powerâ€¦I was
driving 55mph! Picked it up a week laterâ€¦. Again I was only 6 or 7 miles down the road and
again!! Same issueâ€¦. It had previously been replaced!!! Yup you guessed it! My husband has
just been deployed again overseasâ€¦. I have kids in my car all the time!! Not to mention we are
in a deep freeze this weekâ€¦. GM needs to fix this friggin issueâ€¦. Have had no problems until
now. How incredibly stupid is this. I am lucky to be alive because I was in front of an wheeler
when it happened this morning on my way to work!!! Call dealership, try say I can drive it if I
drive under 20mph. Takes me 2hrs to get to the dealership at that speed. Took back roads. Had
to pull over about 10 times as the error message kept coming on again, stabilitrak, reduced
engine speed, check engine light. When GM finally has enough people killed from this stupid
half-assed recall, then they will try to do some mass recall. I just took it to the dealer yesterday
morning and am waiting for news on what that caused the lights to come on. I was asked if
there was anything wrong and I responded, no but just in case there is I want to know who I
should contact. While driving last night the Stabilitrak light,check engine light, and warnings for
reduced engine power. Got to the bottom of the bridge and turned it off then back on and it
would drive. All the lights and warnings still on. It did it again after dinner Car sat for 2 hours it
happened again after 15 miles or so of driving. That is also about how many miles we had
driven before dinner. Going to the dealer tomorrow. January 12th, at pm. I have a GMC Terrain.
After it stopped I turned the engine off and let it off for about 5 minutes I started it back on and it
let me drive again. Bryant: This is a common problem and you need to contact your dealer to
arrange a service visit. Depending on the repair, there is a good chance the matter will be
covered under your powertrain warranty. Throttle position sensor. Reduced engine power I feel
bad for all who paid that money. Hope you recover it. I have had two things replaced, way too
many trips over the past two years and this is third attempt. I took pictures and video 60 percent
of the time so It is documented when it would happen. So over my chevy! Too bad. January
13th, at pm. The engine and stability trak lights both came on. Cars is driving rough. Took it to
the dealer, car has some extended warranty on these parts. I was told that my car has
non-factory spark plugs in it and that is causing a miss fire. Therefore it is not covered. I got it
new at rick Hendricks. I have only had oil changes done at other places, no other work done on
my care by anyone other than the two rick dendricks dealerships I have been using since I got
the car. How do I get them to honor the warranty? This is a common problem in these cars and I
feel like they were just trying to play me for more money. Any advise or suggestions would be
helpful. Thank you. January 19th, at pm. I own a Buick LaCrosse, my car has been at a local
mechanic for over a week now. I am 19 so I must admit, I have no idea what is going on with my
car. However, for the longest time, everyday the StabaliTrak would show up on the screen in my
car. I had it checked out, and nothing came up on their computer, they said everything was
okay. It repeatedly came on everyday, along with the ABS light, I honestly stopped paying
attention to it. My car then proceded to slow down tremendously and started kind of grumbling,
I had to call TripleA. The mechanic I go to is a family friend and he experienced it himself while
driving my car, but nothing is coming up on those computers they use. I was just wondering if
anyone else had had a similar experience as me and if they figured out what the issue was. To
all And LEMON LAW,we previously sued and won on a chevy under Implied Consent, we would
not agree to an additional 30 days for a fix but would agree for a 6th fix under the lemon law
judgement that we got. It was take all or nothing. Back to dealership Monday. January 26th, at
pm. Yes its happened to be multiple times over the years. Originally dealer unable to diagnosis
till I drove it there while it was flashing the warningâ€¦We ended up changing speed control
sensor in the accelerator foot pedal. Fixed it for awhile. But in the last 6 months its back.!!!!! It
will happen in extreme heat 90 plus or 30 and lower. Eventually someone is going to be
seriously hurt by this.!!!! Chevy should recall all these rigs and repair. I will say a quick fix is
just disconnect the negative cable for 5 minutes then connect again it seems to clear it up short
term. I will say I have had this vehicle from mile 1 and except for this issue been solid. Its a
mystery.???????? February 6th, at pm. In July , dealer installed 4 new tires and performed

4-wheel alignment, then Stabilitrak messages began next day. Dealer was and has been
unresponsive to follow up calls for repair, and non-explanatory to risk, although they did make 1
unsuccessful attempt to fix when I drove there without shceduled appointment. My own online
research turned up all these stories of power loss and such, so I have had no idea of the risk
mechanical or safety of continued use, therefore the truck has sat in my driveway essentially
unused since I ironically bought new tires. I submitted an inquiry via corporate gm. After
playing phone tag with dealer for another month, Service Manager asked me to recount the
story, which I did in detail per his request. I then heard laughter from several people in the
background, it was only then that I concluded I had been on a speaker phone to an audience. I
have this exact situation with a Buick Enclave. Dealer is charging me The rep says it is not part
of the power train warranty, said they have no choice but to charge me for it. February 11th, at
pm. I having same problem on my SRX. StabaliTrak would show up on the screen in my car. I
had it checked out with cadillac service center, and nothing came up on their computer, they
said everything was okay. It repeatedly came on everyday, along with the ABS light and reduced
engine warning light. February 16th, at pm. I have a enclave that I bought newâ€¦. That reduced
power issue is scary. February 19th, at am. February 25th, at am. Just had this happen to my
GMC Sierra with 37, miles. Engine speed reduces to 35mph. Says to service Stabalitrack,
traction control, reduced engine speed. Had to take it to the nearest, trusted mechanic. He says
its happening to many cars during this cold weather. How can I get it to the nearest gmc dealer
when it drives this way, and is over 20 miles away. Big loophole for GMC. Sheet metals junk too.
March 3rd, at pm. I have a Chevy Equinox. Service Stabiltrak light and Engine Power Reduced
light came on. Took it to Chevy only after they agreed to cover the cost of the diagnostic test.
Mechanic told me timing chain and throttle body was bad. Chevy said exact same thing. They
issued a recall on a 3. Picked it up, 4 days later, same thing! Car only has 60k miles on it. If
these parts are all interchangeable does it not stand to reason that those issues would be
across the board? Just a thought. March 4th, at pm. Code said throttle pedal position sensor.
Replaced it, 2 days later happened again, Now replacing throttle body sensor. Will see if that
fixes it. Very dangerous. Was sitting at stop light when suddenly Surged forward even with
brake applied And nearly hit vehicle in front of me. March 6th, at am. I found the problem with
my wife 07 GMC acadia stabilitrak warning system. At first the problem presented itself while
coming off highway ramps where the Gs would cause the lights and alarms to sound. Then it
started to go off just stopping and my wife would say the breaks would act odd. So I figured the
brake system was suspect and added brake fluid yes just brake fluid. Some how the systems
works with the braking systems other functions. So upon filling the brake system back to
normal levels. The problem was corrected. This was 2 months ago and all is good. March 7th, at
am. I have chev silverado. Problem with ignition interlock, lights for abs and stabiltrack disabled
come on periodically. My solution was simply. I changed brake pedal switch and all good. Very
simple and cheap. Maybe this will help. March 8th, at pm. Just traded in our Chevy Silverado
which I never had any problem and it had 80, miles for a Chevy Silverado HD after a miles the
stabilitrak light turn on it is going to service this week to get check. Unbelievable after miles.
Will repost after it is check I now regret getting rid of my March 10th, at pm. Before that, it was
acting sluggish; hesitating, then jerking at take-off and RPMs fluctuating wildly while holding
steady pressure on the gas pedal. After almost being killed twice with my kids in the car , AND
getting the error messages, the dealer found the trouble. This car is as close to garbage as you
can get. March 12th, at pm. I have a Chevy Traverse. I really like the car. It has miles, purchase
new. The last couple of months been experiencing a problem with the Stabilitrak. Light comes
on and off sporadically. My wife first notice it on her way to work, driving about 60 on the pkwy.
All of a sudden the light comes on, says engine speed will be diminished.. She goes for 60 to 25
just like that!! Cars, slamming on their brakes, beeping. I thought maybe she just hit the traction
control button by mistake. She came home after work, no problems. A few days later it
happened again. Very dangerous to drive like this. Took it to dealer. Is GM waiting for some
serious problems before they take care of this problem? There is also a voluntary recall for a
power steering problemâ€¦I told them when I had the car in that the steering was a little hard to
turn. Of course the problem they found was I was leaking steering fluid, which of course.. These
are not problems we have created due to lack of maintenance, driving, etc. March 13th, at am. I
Replaced the gas pedal and all was well for 3k miles and then the stabilitrak light and check
engine light came on and my mechanic tells me the connector on right rear auto ride is
corroded. I asked them to bypass the connector and splice the harness together. Should get the
truck back soon to see if that will take care of the issue. March 26th, at am. I have a Chevy Cruze
and have had it less than 2 months. My car has less than 4, miles and is in the shop, for the
second time, with the StabilTrak issue. The first time they replaced the negative battery cable
and now they are saying the speed sensor needs to be replaced. The first time it took a week to

get the part and this time it will take about 4 days. So, my car will have been in their shop 4
times to address this issue. I have had other issues with this truck and am very disappointed
with GM and their Dealers, will never buy a GM again. April 8th, at pm. I got a chevy impala I
took it once to the chevy dealer with this issue is stabilack track reduce power this is a throttle
issue 1 time already a second time is enough to put these impalas as lemon want to know if I
can replace my car or get money back. April 20th, at am. We had the same stabilitrak lights and
power reduction warning. Same alarm occurred on April 18th In Denver Colorado. April 22nd, at
am. Traction control and service stabilitrac light comes on constantly since the 70, mile range
and getting more frequent. I see by the number of entries this is a common problem with GM.
May 7th, at pm. Now just yesterday a second time milage 90, same issue. Why does this keep
having to be replaced and I have to pay? What can I do to get my money back? May 15th, at pm.
I had to replace my battery last week, and now my stabilitrak light and service traction control
light is on. I am terrified from the Internet research I have been doing that people are losing
power steering and it slows down on them on the interstate. Paid cash for it. May 17th, at pm. I
just recently bought an 08 Trailblazer LT with 82k miles the very next morning the check engine
light came on when I was on my way to work. Called the dealership and told them I was bringing
it over after work. When I started the vehicle after work the check engine light was still on then
about 30 seconds later the Traction Control Light and the Reduced Engine Light came on and
started running really rough while it was idling in park. Shut it off and restated it and it was fine.
Check engine light still on. Dealership just cleared the code and said if it comes on again to let
them know. Of course it did the next morning. So far it has done it four times in the last four
days. I will update this as soon as I find out anything. May 18th, at pm. I have a chevrolet travser
i brought from a car lot at 40 sunion ave. I,ve had the car for less then three month,s. May 21st,
at pm. I have a acadia I bought used in , I have had the stabilitytrack fixed 3 or 4 times now, and
it just went off again yesterday. This car has had everything it seems fixed with it, Timing chain,
which was a recall in 07 and Chris: The problem is that the statute of limitations prohibits
consumers from filing a claim after a certain number of years. Had you filed within the statute of
limitations, you would have most likely received thousands back under breach of warranty.
June 23rd, at pm. Then they reappear again. Not sure what to do or where to go, as dealerships
seem to be clueless in regards to finding solutions, and we are not made of money. We would
like to fix this, but after reading all of these reports, it is a bit disconcerting. Were there any
Recalls Coverings this for our vehicle? We have owned since new. June 24th, at pm. There has
been no problems until now. I bought the car new. I need to take to dealer if so what is the
approximate cost to have this fixed? July 3rd, at am. Well, I have a Silverado Engine light
flashing and stabilitrack light on. Truck shook while driving. Took it home, parked it and called
Chevy. Monday appointment and was told it was ok to drive. I think not. It has 24, road miles on
it and been in for regular service as required. On board dash computer has had some issues.
Hoping for a better outcome than most of the posts here. Owned Chevy truck all my life. My was
a true lemon, but all others were great. July 23rd, at pm. We have a Enclave stability traction and
service lights came on in and out of the shop then one day my wife was driving and she lost
steering almost hit a guy we bought it used so they say no lemon law for it in Nh we traded and
bought it back with a warranty under them promising that it will have no issues the warranty
company is fighting paying for all the work being done in and out of the shop we have financed
in it close to 30k and they offered a US a 12k trade in. My wife refuses to ever drive it againâ€¦.
We were screwed by the dealer bad now have written on our windows to stay clear of the dealer
when asked why we tell our story have stopped alot of sales from the dealer and they r a GMC
Buick dealer. I will stay with my dodge thank you but stuck with a Buick as a door yard
ornament car still has issues but we went there last time and the manager screamed at my wife
she fell to her knees bawling would love to post there name but wont. August 21st, at am. I have
a chevy equinox and bought it used in January with 59k miles on it. A couple of days ago my
service stabilitrak light came on along with my check engine light. My RPM gauge also stopped
working. Since the stabiltrak light came on my vehicle has a real hard time starting and when it
does start it idles rough. Taking it to the stealer tuesday. August 26th, at pm. Stabilitrak issues
warning lights message sytem power is reduced to nil. Dealers have given no answers. Early
Sept. September 18th, at am. October 6th, at am. I have a GMC Acadia. Please forgive me if I am
using incorrect terminology when describing these problems. To begin with, the steering rack
went out at about 60, miles. Then something happened with an engine coil, and there is a strut
leaking. I am sick of this vehicle. Taking the vehicle back to the dealer in the morning. October
8th, at am. They said it was a break pedal switch. I have 11, miles on it and twice in the past
couple of weeks, we have pulled into a parking spot and have had the stabilitrac warning come
on, all of the dash lights and radio go black, and the steering wheel jolted out of our hands into
the straight position. One of those times, having the steering wheel ripped from my hands

almost caused me to hit a dumpster that was next to the parking spot I was trying to pull into.
Most recently, two nights ago, I was driving on the interstate at 80 mph and noticed that all of
the interior lighting started mildly pulsating. A few minutes later, ALL of the lighting including
the interior and headlights shut down. At the same instant, the steering wheel jolted into the
straight postition. I instinctively tapped my brake pedal to see if I even had brakes, and the
lighting all came back on, with the exception of the headlights. They flashed like a strobe
pattern for a few seconds, then stayed on. Anyone else had this happen to them? October 12th,
at pm. The Tahoe had 29, miles on it at time of purchase. We took the vehicle in for repair, where
a the diagnostic revealed a bad throttle body. This weekend, the truck had immediate engine
power loss while exiting the freeway. Any suggestions on what to do? October 13th, at pm. I
have a Silverado 5. I took the truck from the dealer and while leaving, the the symptoms started
again. I turned around and returned to the dealer. Two days later I was told that the only way to
determine what is causing this is to start replacing parts starting with the valve body. The dealer
could not tell exactly which parts were causing the issue. The truck ran fine for a few months. I
then disconnected the battery, let it sit for 15 minutes recommend by the dealer and re
connected it. Problem gone, until now. This time the problem did not go away when I
disconnected the battery. I find it hard to believe that with the amount of talk about this issue on
all the GM forums none of the GM service desks know about it. My truck is sitting in my
driveway now. What recourse do I have? October 18th, at pm. November 3rd, at am. I have a
GMC Acadia with 75k miles. This weekend the stabilitrack light came on out of nowhere while I
was stopped at a light. I lost engine power warning message and beeps rough idle. Very
dangerous situation with cars behind you during rush hour. November 12th, at pm. I have a
chev silverado with k on it, bought used 5 years ago. Same issue stabilatrack light came on and
had lost power,I fixed the lost power by fixing the harness on the throttle body but still was
getting stabilatrck and hard shifting. November 16th, at pm. November 22nd, at am. I bought a
Cadillac SRX. I bought it in it only had 38, miles on it. I hardly drive it and it is garage kept. It ran
wonderfully now 2 years later and now 48, miles I get a message to service the stabilitrak
system. The yellow light with the car with the curving lines went on. My ABS light went on, My
traction control light went on my check engine went on. And believe it or not my power locks
went crazy locking and unlocking the doors several times by themselves. Luckily I was waiting
for my wife who was in the bank so I was parked with the engine running when all this
happened. When she returned I went to run the car and it had no power at all. Got it home and
back in the garage. I started the car later that day and everything was back to normal no lights
no warning. I should have gotten a Mercedes or BMW instead. Now I wonder should I get it
repaired or just get rid of it. I just hate that someone else will buy my car and have the same
problem. I have noticed the stabilitrack light came on for a second and went right away around
Aug. That happened a few times but both Onstar monthly diagnostic and Chevy Check Up did
not find anything wrong, report came out that my car was in good condition. I stopped the
engine for a while and turned the engine back on to see if I still see the light. I could not start the
engine at first. Nine children have been rescued in the Philippines following the arrest of an
accused paedophile in Australia. The lives of the kids, aged between two and 16 years, changed
forever when the man from small town regional Victoria, 61, was stopped at the Australian
border in November Authorities suspected the Victorian man of child sex crimes and allegedly
found sexual conversations on his phone where he asked about girls' ages. There, officers
found videos of the man allegedly raping underage Filipino girls. The Victorian was charged and
his case is before the courts. And this week - some fourteen months since his arrest authorities reported a major breakthrough overseas. Filipino authorities walk a child out of the
Angeles city home where abuse allegedly took place in her pyjamas and a face shield. Footage
shared by the Australian Federal Police shows a grown woman carrying a small child out of the
home down a dirt road, washing apparently hung up on the right. Philippines National Police
arrested a year-old woman who had allegedly pimped the children out in the city of Angeles.
Footage issued by the Australian Federal Police on Thursday shows a woman being led away
by police while cradling a baby in her arms. Video likewise showed two freed children being
escorted down a dirt road. Philippine police official Brigadier General Alessandro Abella said
the investigation was sparked by a tip off from Australian police. The childreen were rescued
from a home in Angeles city about 90 minutes' drive north of Manila, the capital of the
Philippines. Officials from Australia and the UK set up a 'centre for excellence' in fighting the
scourge of child abuse in the Philippines in February In alone, a United States-based
organisation dedicated to stopping child exploitation received 45, online tips about possible
crimes in the Philippines. Argos AO. Privacy Policy Feedback. Share this article Share. Share or
comment on this article: Nine children rescued in Philippines after Australian accused
paedophile's arrest e-mail. Sorry we are not currently accepting comments on this article. More
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